Message from the President

Dear Graduates,

This has been an extraordinarily challenging academic year. So I want to extend a special personal congratulations to you for your commitment and resilience in earning your University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa degree this year. All of our faculty, staff, leadership and regents are deeply proud of what you have accomplished.

We remain committed to imparting a transformational higher education experience for every UH Mānoa student. Our goal is to ignite your passion for learning and discovery, instill a sense of local and global citizenship, and prepare you to achieve professional and personal success that will advance you, your family and your community. Whether your aspirations involve returning to the classroom in pursuit of an advanced degree or going out into the world to follow another calling, we applaud you for your decision to launch your journey with a University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa foundation.

We applaud the perseverance you needed to achieve this important milestone on your path to your future. And we invite you to stay connected with your alma mater. Whatever your interests, our programs of cultural performances, lectures, intercollegiate athletics, and alumni celebrations provide you ways to engage with fellow alumni and support UH.

But today is a day to revel in your success as we celebrate your achievement and your initiation into our family of alumni.

Congratulations!

David Lassner
President
University of Hawai‘i
Message from the Provost

Aloha Graduates,

I want to add my voice to the many voices who will be expressing their congratulations for your remarkable accomplishment! I use the word remarkable because you have achieved this important milestone in your life under the most challenging of circumstances. And yet throughout the past year, you persevered, you encouraged and assisted one another, and you succeeded!

Your class will always have a special place in our hearts. This was certainly not the semester, nor the commencement, that we all planned for. But not even a global pandemic can in any way diminish the feelings of pride and joy that you and your loved ones feel on this special occasion.

On behalf of all of the faculty, staff, and administration of the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, congratulations on your accomplishments, and continued good fortune as you navigate the next steps in your career. And please don’t be a stranger; Mānoa will always be your home. We look forward to learning about your future successes and adventures.

Me ke aloha,

Michael Bruno
Provost
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Message from the University of Hawai‘i Office of Alumni Relations

To the newest members of the UH Alumni ‘Ohana,

You did it! Congratulations, Class of 2021, on your graduation from the University of Hawai‘i. Though this last year may not have been the way you thought it would be, we want to be among the first to say: nothing negates the hard work and brilliant successes of your time at UH. You all have taken unique journeys to get here, each as inspiring as the next. Your University of Hawai‘i chapter is written into your memory, the memories of your closest friends, and the collective memory of our great alma mater. Today, we celebrate.

In the coming years, some part of this university will remain with you. It will touch you in unexpected moments and in unanticipated ways. Just as this place will endure within you, you leave behind a part of yourself that will forever make UH different, better. As you say aloha to UH Mānoa, we encourage you to greet the great future before you as a new member of the UH Alumni ‘Ohana.

Our Alumni ‘Ohana may be bigger than you even imagined. Over 200,000 graduates in over 60 countries, all with one common green and white thread. We are nurses, doctors, performers, teachers, parents, writers, scientists, athletes. We are collectively astonishing and all-together empowered to change the world.

So as you get to know your life after graduation, we ask you to do us, the Alumni Relations team, one favor: Stick with us. Send us updates about you and your college friends. Attend an alumni event. Cheer on the ‘bows at a game. Ask us how we can help you in this new chapter, and the next one, and the next one. As you move forward, we’ll be here, at the ready to support you and remind you that UH was once, and will always be, home.

Aloha, and a hui hou kākou,
The University of Hawai‘i Office of Alumni Relations

The University of Hawai‘i Office of Alumni Relations

Keep your contact information up to date. To submit updated information, visit uhalumni.org/contact/update. Check your email regularly for alumni event invitations, news, discounts and more!

contact@uhalumni.org | twitter.com/UHalumni | Instagram.com/UHalumni | facebook.com/HawaiiAlumni

The University of Hawai‘i Foundation

The University of Hawai‘i Foundation, a nonprofit organization, raises and manages private funds to support UH. Every day, support from generous donors fuels scholarships, faculty development, academic programs, athletics, research, alumni and community outreach programs. Visit www.uhfoundation.org or call (808) 376-7800 to learn more. Congratulations!
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Congratulations to Graduates........................................................................... David Lassner
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Candidates for Degrees
Degree information printed in this program is not official. Final degree conferral is contingent upon successful completion of all degree requirements. Inquiries regarding graduates of the University of Hawai‘i at Manoa should be directed to the Office of the Registrar.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
(Names in parentheses following each doctoral candidate are chairs of the respective doctoral committee.)

Denise Josephine Ah Sue
“E Lele Le Toloa Ae Ma’au I Le Vai: The Construction and Maintenance of Youth Identity in the Hawai‘i Context of the Samoan Diaspora.” (Education, Margaret Maaka)

Gagandeep Singh Anand
“Tip of the Red Giant Branch Distances to Nearby Galaxies.” (Astronomy, Brent Tully)

Puanani Onapali Anderson-Fung
“Restoring Indigenous Knowledge by Pairing Polynesian Plant Names and Linnaean Taxonomy.” (Botany, Tamara Ticktin)

Sayaka Aoki
“Microbial Associations in the Coffee Berry Borer, Hypothenemus hampei (Ferrari) Coleoptera: Curculionidae: Scolytinae.” (Tropical Plant Pathology, Mohammed Arif)

Aida Demet Arik

Jennifer E. Beamer

Derek Michael Beeler
“Biomechanical Considerations for Neuromuscular Control.” (Education, Cris Stickley)

Lindsey R. Benjamin
“Mesoscale and Submesoscale Processes and Variability in Lamon Bay.” (Oceanography, Pierre Flament)

Jesi L. Bennett
“Festival Grounds to Gallery Walls: Articulations of Chamorro Identity.” (American Studies, Brandy McDougall)

Zakea Annette Boeger
“Seeking Mo‘ui Lelei Abroad: Tongan Medical Mobilities and Transnational Practices of Health.” (Anthropology, Jan Brunson)

Andre Alexander Willy Boraks
“Spatial Dynamics of Fungal Communities.” (Botany, Anthony Amend)

John Paul Brabant
“Scenes for Sinfonietta and Mezzo-Piano.” (Music, Donald Womack)

Catherine Elizabeth Lee Brockway
“Maximizing the Efficacy of Vocabulary Building in ‘Ōlelo Hawai‘i: A Case Study of Lexicon Related to Landscape.” (Linguistics, Andrea Berez-Kroeker)
Michelle Lee Brown  
“(Re)coding Survivance: Relation-Oriented Ontologies of Indigenous Digital Media.” (Political Science, Noelani Goodyear-Kaopua)

Christine Marie Ambrosino Carrier  
“Examining Student Science Identity in a Place-Based, Marine Science Research Program.” (Education, Margaret Maaka and Malia Ana J. Rivera)

Lianne Marie Leda Charlie  
“Post Modern-Day Treaty Era in the Yukon Territory (Northern Canada).” (Political Science, Hokulani Aikau)

Patrick Collins  
“Boundary Effects on Lagrange Functions.” (Mathematics, Thomas Hangelbroek)

Crystal Renée Cooper  

Darienne Howell Dey  
“A Triangulated, Historical Study of Remote Oceanic Wayfinding Curriculum and Instruction.” (Education, Linda Furuto)

Shawn B. Dubey  
“Search for the Decay B0 s → η 0 Xss Using a Semi-Inclusive Method at the Belle Experiment.” (Physics, Tom Browder)

Christa Francine Eleftherakis  
“Examining International-Mindness in the International Baccalaureate Theatre Program.” (Theatre, Kirstin Pauka)

John Alexander Elliott  
“A Grammar of Enxet Sur.” (Linguistics, Lyle Campbell)

Daniel Yu Fan  
“Online Teachers Who Practice Positive Psychology: Foreign-born Teachers’ Experience in Life-Long Learning.” (Learning Design and Technology, Curtis Ho)

Stacia Marie Garlach  
“Usability of Preference-Setting Tools for Online Behavioral Advertising.” (Communication and Information Science, Daniel Suthers)

Licheng Geng  
“A Study on Dynamics of El Nino-Southern Oscillation Diversity.” (Atmospheric Sciences, Fei-Fei Jin)

Rollan Co Geronimo  
“Projected Impacts of Climate Change on Philippine Marine Fisheries.” (Geography, Camilo Mora)

Alberto Gonzalez Martinez  

Julian Omer Hachmeister  
“Flow Field and Sensing Around Copepods.” (Mathematics, Daisuke Takagi)

Anis Hamidati  

Troy Heitmann  
“Dispersion Relation Preserving Finite Difference Method for Boussinesq-type Equations.” (Ocean and Resources Engineering, Kwok Fai Cheung)

Emmett Michael Henley  
“Gametogenesis, Physiological Difference Between M. Cap and M. Flab: Restoration Techniques.” (Marine Biology, Mary Hagedorn)

Jacob Lewis Henry  
“As Wages Wane: Prefiguring and Resisting Post-Wage Worlds.” (Geography, Mary Mostafanezhad)

Kendi Mew-Wah Ho  
“Health Communication in Home Care for Elders in Hawai’i.” (Second Language Studies, Betsy Gilliland)

Virginia Chateau Hodges  
“Retrospective Recess Experiences and Their Long Term Relationships with Adulthood Physical Activity.” (Education, Charles Morgan)

Kanani T. Hokutan  
“Characterization of FANCD2 Function.” (Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering, Peiwen Fei)

Kelly Christine Holden  
“Whose Health Is It Anyway? The Impact of Employee Wellness Programs on Individual Health Engagement.” (Communication and Information Science, Elizabeth Davidson)
Lisa Ann Pauahi Ho’okano
“Na Wai Ke Ola: An Examination of Fresh Water Resources as They Inform Hawaiian Identity and Governance.” (Education, Margaret J. Maaka)

Kavon Charles Hooshiar
“Software for Language Documentation: Meeting the Needs of the Users and the Discipline.” (Linguistics, Gary Holton)

Lesley Kehaunani Iaukea
“A’ohe Pau Ka’ike I Ka Halauho’okahi (Not All Knowledge is Taught in One School: Everyday Forms of Liberation in Hawai’i; Cultural Renaissance through Voyaging and Education.” (American Studies, William Chapman)

Kora Mechelins Iechad-Remoket
“Food Sovereignty, Resurgence, and Climate Change: Carving Healthy, Sustainable, and Resilient Balauan Communities.” (Political Science, Hokulani Aikau)

Patsy Yuiko Iwasaki
“Applying Instructional Design to Documentary Film Research.” (Learning Design and Technology, Curtis Ho)

Leishan Jiang
“Pantropical Teleconnections of El Nino-Southern Oscillation.” (Atmospheric Sciences, Tim Li)

Minji Jo

Hye Young Jung

Rochelle Piilani Hussey Kaaloa
“Understanding the Influences of Culture in Technology Integration: Stories from Native Hawaiian Faculty Voices.” (Learning Design and Technology, Curtis Ho)

Saeed Karimi
“Shape Memory Alloy Active Actuators Design, Analysis, and Control for Active Steerable Surgical Devices.” (Mechanical Engineering, Bardia Konh)

Nyle S. Kauweloa
“The College ESports Experience: Gaming, Identity, and Development.” (Communication and Information Science, Jenifer Winter)

Thomas Tishcoff Kettig
“The Vowels of the Hawaiian Language.” (Linguistics, Rory Turnbull)

Kamuela M. Kimokeo
“Song Composition and Performance: Educational Tools of Empowerment.” (Education, Margaret J. Maaka)

Eric Shigeo Kobayashi
“Supporting Struggling Students in the High School Mathematics Classroom: Comparing Mathematics Games and a Second Mathematics Class as Tools Intended to Develop Proficiency.” (Education, Linda Venenciano)

Uliana Kostareva
“Mixed Methods Exploration of Health Literacy among Former Soviet Union Immigrants.” (Nursing, Cheryl Albright)

Derek Wayne Kraft
“Conservation Genetics of Sharks.” (Marine Biology, Brian Bowen)

Yuliia Kravchenko
“Central Sets of Simplicial Complexes.” (Mathematics, Yuriy Mileyko)

Nicholas C. Krueger
“Soil Carbon in Hawaiian Rangelands- Extent, Controls, and Options for Management.” (Natural Resources and Environmental Management, Rebecca Ryals)

Megan Jean Lantz
“Investigations into the Biogeography of the Bathyal Deep Sea.” (Marine Biology, Les Watling)

Elizabeth Irene Laws
“Monocyte HIV Persistence and the Interface with Central Nervous System Outcomes.” (Cell and Molecular Biology, Lishomwa Ndhlovu)

Wenyi Ling
“L2 Processing of Mandarin Tones.” (Second Language Studies, Theres Gruter)

Morgan Donerly Linney
“Free DNA Characterization (North Pacific Subtropical Gyre).” (Oceanography, David Karl)
Laura Mary Linsley  
“Obesity and Osteoarthritis: A Biomechanical and 
Global Health Evaluation.” (Education, Christopher 
Stickley)

Matthew David Lorentz  
“Unbounded Traces, Derivations, and K-Theory of 
Course C*-algebras.” (Mathematics, Rufus Willett)

Lynley Shimat Renee Lys  
“Refuse the Weather: Black-Indigenous Co-Resistance 
& Resurgence.” (English, Craig Santos Perez)

Jerusha Nanea Puuanani Magalei  
“Ola Nā Iwi O’u I Ku’u Wahi Keiki: An 
Autoethnographic Study of Parental Caregiving for a 
Child with Multiple Disabilities.” (Education, Margaret 
J. Maaka)

Ashley Anne McGuigan  
“Social-Ecological Resilience in Fiji.” (Botany, Tamara 
Ticktin)

Hayley B. McKown  
“Understanding Preservice Classroom Teachers Efficacy 
and Perceptions Towards Implementing Physical 
Activity in the School Day.” (Education, Erin E. Centeio)

Ellen Tienwhey Meiser  
“Making It: Success, Failure, and Mediocrity in the 
Kitchen” (Sociology, David Johnson)

Jessica Lynn Wells Miranda  
“The National Survey of Student Engagement: A 
Psychometric Investigation Utilizing Item Response 
Theory and Factor Analysis.” (Educational Psychology, 
Seongah Im)

Brooks Ikaikaokekai Mitchell  
“Understanding the Myeloid HIV Reservoir in 
HIV-Associated Neurological Disorder During 
Antiretroviral-Treated HIV Infection.” (Biomedical 
Sciences [Tropical Medicine], Cecilia M. Shikuma)

Anthony David Montgomery  
“American Samoa’s Deep Coral Reefs Provide Clues to 
the Deep Reef Refuge Hypothesis.” (Marine Biology, 
Robert Toonen)

Dylan Nevada Morrison-Fogel  
“Analytical Spacecraft Trajectory Optimization.” 
(Mechanical Engineering, Dilmurat Azimov)

Christian John Mortensen  
“The Kemaloh Lun Bawang Language of Borneo.” 
(Linguistics, Robert Blust)

Marimas Hosan Mostiller  
“Indigenous Asian Muslim Refugees: The Complex 
of Cham Americans.” (American Studies, Brandy 
McDougall)

Mika Lyn Nakashige  
“Metal Complexes Supported by Phosphaalkene-based 
Ligands for Small Molecule Activation.” (Chemistry, 
Matthew Cain)

Logan Hajime Narikawa  
“An Ethics of Settler Decolonization: Non-Hawaiian 
Relationship.” (American Studies, Brandy McDougall)

Victoria Rose Narine  
“The Role of Hypermasculinity and Social Identity 
on Student-Athletes’ Academic Performance.” 
(Psychology, Kristin Pauker)

Jesse Jacob Otto  
“The Collaboration of the Statehood Movement with 
the Tourism and Music Industries in 1930s Hawai’i.” 
(American Studies, William Chapman)

Carlos Vinicius Paradis  
“PERCEIVE: Proactive Exploration of Risky 
Concept Emergence for Identifying Vulnerabilities & 
Exposures.” (Computer Science, Rick Kazman)

Cheol Kon Park  
“Essays on Health, Labor Supply, and Well-being of 
Older People.” (Economics, Sang Hyop Lee)

Krit Phankitnirundorn  
“Individual Behavior in Social Networks.” (Economics, 
Ruben Juarez)

Joanna Philippoff  
“An Examination of the Long-Term Effects of a 
Teacher Professional Development in Inquiry Science.” 
(Educational Psychology, Paul Brandon)

Parvaneh Rezaee  
“The Farsi Particle dige in Professional-Client 
Interaction.” (Second Language Studies, Gabriele 
Kasper)

Lisa Bernice Ritter  
“Superintegrable Systems and Painleve Transcendents.” 
(Mathematics, Sarah Post)

Sean Yoshio Martin Roberts  
“Effecting Improvements in Body Composition 
for Minorities in the State of Hawai’i Using a 
4-Compartment Model Proof of Concept.” (Education, 
Iris Kimura)
Kristin Naomi Rock  
“Exploring the Use of Analytic Rubrics for L2 Writing Development in Online Tasks.” (Second Language Studies, Marta Gonzalez-Lloret)

Terence Lionel Rose  
“The Design, Development, and Deployment of the National Library Services’s Digital Talking Book Program as a Social-Technical Process.” (Communication and Information Science, Wayne Buente)

Aaron Joseph Sala  
“Ethnomusicology of Hawaiian Music Through the Eyes & Ears of Mahi Beamer and Nina Keali’iwahamana.” (Music, Ricardo Trimillos)

Simone Maria Schmid  

Priscilla Sheryl Seabourn  
“Investigating Patterns and Variations in the Microbiome of Aedes Albopictus (Diptera Culicidae) in Hawai’i.” (Entomology, Helen Spafford)

Brian R. Shiro  
“Geophysical Applications for Terrestrial and Planetary Exploration Operations.” (Geology and Geophysics, Scott Rowland)

Mika Natalie Siegelman  
“Effects of Irregular, Abrupt Topography on Flows.” (Oceanography, Mark Merrifield)

Narrissa Pi’ilani Spies  
“Characterization of Larval Settlement and Stress Responses in Two Resilient Hawaiian Coral Species.” (Zoology, Robert Toonen)

Kirk Ernest Sullivan  
“Cook Islands Music.” (Music, Ricardo Trimillos)

Di Sun  
“Kaidan And Zhiguai: A Comparative Study of Ugetsu Monogatari and Liaozhai Zhiyi.” (East Asian Languages and Literatures, David McCraw)

Zhenxin Sun  
“Characterization of a Novel Attachment Protein from the Intracellular Bacterial Pathogen.” (Microbiology, Tung Hoang)

Jutha Supholdhavanij  
“Conflict Resolution Mechanisms for Marine Protected Area Governance.” (Natural Resources and Environmental Management, Kirsten Oleson)

Asuka Suzuki  
“Influence of Parental Practices on Eating Habits of Early Adolescents in Hawai’i.” (Nutritional Sciences, Jinan Banna)

Rayna Akiyo Isaki Tagalicod  
“Managing Multiple Roles of Doctoral Student, Motherhood, and Work Life.” (Education, Nicole Reyes)

Alicia Julia Wilson Takaoka  
“Across the Generational Divide: Do Stigmas About Voluntarily Childless Women Still Exist?” (Communication and Information Science, Martha Crosby)

Molly Ann Timmers  
“DNA Metabarasing Coral Reef Cryptofauna.” (Zoology, Robert Toonen)

Cam Tu Thi Trinh  
“Fostering Environmental Identity with High School Students.” (Education, Tara O’Neill)

Olivia Kaweheonapua Uchima  
“Pediatric Asthma in Hawai’i.” (Public Health, Tetine Sentell)

Brandon Pierce Underwood  
“The Role of Metaphysics on the Normative Impact of Boredom.” (Philosophy, Arindam Chakrabarti)

Quynh Huong Vo  
“Transnational Communities: Poetics of Neoliberal Peace and Economic Violence in Vietnamese American Literature and Culture.” (English, Candace Fujikane)

Brett Halsey Walker  
“Eruption Dynamics of Mild Explosive Volcanism.” (Earth and Planetary Sciences, Bruce Houghton)

William Matthew Watson  
“Echoing Spirits: A Concerto for Shakuhachi, Koto, and Orchestra.” (Music, Donald Womack)

Lisa Michelle Widdison  
Caitlin Andrea Williams
“Filovirus Vaccines.” (Biomedical Sciences [Tropical Medicine], Axel Lehrer)

Zhiling Xie
“Interannual Variability of the Summer Diabatic Heating Over the Tibetan Plateau: Impacts and Origins.” (Atmospheric Sciences, Bin Wang)

Nicole H. Yamase
“Effects of Thermal Stress and Ocean Acidification on the Native Hawaiian Reef Algae.” (Marine Biology, Celia Smith)

Fadi Adel Youkhana
“Diet, Air Pollutants, Smoking and Parkinson’s Disease.” (Epidemiology, Andrew Grandinetti)

Youxin Zhang
“Higher Education Faculty Experiences in Teaching Massive Open Online Courses.” (Learning Design and Technology, Christine Sorenson Irvine)

Zhoujian Zhang
“Formation of Benchmark Giant Planets and Brown Dwarfs on Wide Orbits.” (Astronomy, Michael Liu)

DOCTOR OF ARCHITECTURE
Dustin K. Chang
Feifan Chen
Hsuan Ling Chen
Janica Aguiba Domingo
Sydney Justine Foster
An Guo
Tammy Kelii Kapali
Connie Fung Yee Kwan
Bingjie Li
Wenzhu Li
Shane Akio Makani Pa’a Maikalani Matsunaga
Mitchell Seth Moses
Jonathan Quach
Ivy D. Tejada
My Gia Viet Tran
Stacey Visaya Villarino
Bruce William White
Charissa Joy Yamada
Kristyn Aiko Yamamotoya
Yifan Zhou

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Rena Fulgencio Ganotisi
Rebecca Kapolei Kiili
Michelle M. Lambert
Michelle Lazo Levine Aquino

DOCTOR OF JURIDICAL SCIENCE
Nabeel Ateeq Mohammad Alyahyawi

JURIS DOCTOR
Kyle Robert Keola Adkisson
Cindy Elizabeth Alvarado
Blake Kwai Ming Anderson
Kekoa Sean Andrade
Sarah Magdy Aref
Ariel Marisa Ashe-Ramirez
Ellen Redell Ashford
John Mahaffey Blanchard
David Espenett Case
Tate Lele’iohoku Castillo
Galen Chee Kikaha
Jackie Ching
David S.H. Cho
John Frederick Hingming Chow
Courtney Elizabeth Choy
Jaime Hōkūli’ilialohilani Kubota Chun
Leo T. Clifton
Richard Malcolm Crum
Jai Akualani Crystal
Deion Tyler Inocencio Cua
Isaiah Austin Cureton
Maricar Bagoyo Daong
Jessica Ann Daye
Christian de Quevedo
Alexa Deike
Rebecca Marie Edwards
Terina Kamailelau’il Fa’agau
Kevin Antonio Fernandez
Alexander Broughton Fieser
Bethany Mieko Foo
Kristin Yukiko Fujiiyama
Kira J. Goo
Rockyner Hadley
Clint Kenji Hamada
Hannah Michelle Harper
Mallory Ka‘ulawena Yumi Hee
Shea B. Henson
Ethan Kawaiola Sadao Higa
Samantha Hokulani Ho
Gabrielle Macaria Maka‘ala Hollinger
Cindy Huynh
Mollyann Rizoiu Jacoby
Tao Jin
Jason Lee Jones
Yun W. Kim
Kamrie Koi
Colin A. Lee
Cu Ri Lee
Kelly Ann Lai Kam Lee
Melissa Kifumi Lee
Lorenzo Neiva de Lima
Lindsay Enochs Lipp
Devon Eric Lloyd
Brent John Lopianetzky
Alika John Balbuena Luague
Kauluponookalelehua Maren Lu’uwai
Kelli M. Lyman
Devon Hideo Miller
Tyler David Mincavage
Dana E. Morita
William Keizo Morrison
Rachel Kikuye Xiaodan Murakami
May Nachum
Lauren Li’iPili’i’alian Stevens Nahiwa
Ahmad J. Nasser
David Merritt Nguyen
Chris Nâhulu’alohiokalopîpî Lemi Nunokawa
Jared Ho’omaluhia Ono
Neil Futoshi Osato
Gloria Leilani Nahe’ena Palma
Stefanos Leo Panayiotou
Katie Tran Pham
Walter Davis Pendergast
Justine Fay Prieto
Rebekah Elizabeth Ray
Cortland Reiner
Isaac Elliot Row
Jeffrey Laurence Sales
Douglas James Joseph Shaffer
Nicholas E. Shigeoka
Grant Leif Simens
Hongkyoon So
Joseph A. Sulon
Diana Sumarna
Kylie Iwulani Takafuji
William Cody Tew
Hi’ilanikuhiwahiwa Tehani Darcie Thomas
Stephen Joseph Trimble
Marguerite Truax
Sydney J. Michi Oi Tai Tsukenjo
Joan Francis Xavier Tuers
Adriene A. Unpingco
Francisco Xavier Valenzuela
Alanna L. Wade
Kaitlyn Mackenzie Waki
Max Dominic Weber
Vanessa Di Wen
Carrie Elizabeth Williams

Kevin C. Wrabley
Brittney Michiko Wu
Toren Kei Yamamoto
Ryan Sadao-Jitsumi Yoshida
Rihui Yuan
Bingyang Zhang

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

Charles Gabriel Kawena Akiona
Lucia Paula Amore
Nicole Anzai
Malia Brennan
David George Kaneoka Camacho
Max P. Castanera
Bolin L. Chang
Bryce Kaleiokalaihiaia Chang
Karen Huey Fang Chang
Julie Anne Crocker
Wilfred Oconer Del Mundo
Norma Marie Elizia
Mayumi Andrada Fernandez
Joshua Kekoa Freitas
Edy Kaleiomomi Gomes
Mari Masako Grief
Mark Tarek Guirguis
Faith Danielle Hamamura
Holly Aimee Harada
William B. Harris
Sara Akemi Hayama
Kori Akemi Higashiya
Wakako Horiuchi
Jonathan B. Huang
Chase Jae Hwang
Sophia Gabrielle Jimenez
Russell Dean Piiamauna Kackley
Kameko Makanalani Karasaki
Cherisse Lohelani Sen Kawamura
Andrew Wai Kei Ko
Roxanne Leilani Ko
Landon Akihiro Kozai
Selin Kutlu
Laurence Lea Mallari Lacar
Esta Wing-Tao Lai
Jerrick J. Laimana
Tiffany Wai Shan Lau
Griffin Riant Lien-Tao Lee
Rebecca Lian
Michael Keith Meno
Heather Rie Miura
Taryn Kikue Miyake
Gabriel Kazuo Monti
Rui Morimoto
Shaun Yeon-Jae Pak
Taylor K. Peter-Pibb
Andrew Thai Pham
Nolwenn Kathryn Phan  
Kelly Catherine Quinn  
Raja Haris Rizwan  
Darreon Kainiu Schwartz  
Elisabeth Minori Seamon  
Alexander Shin  
Josiah N. Situmeang  
Shirley Ching Yee So  
Danielle Yukiko Sullivan  
Max Christian Sunoo  
Reese Katsuji Suzuki  
Kadee-Kalia Mie Tamashiro  
Mari Alyssa Ueno  
Chase Hajime Warashina  
Amanda M. Wasko  
Jana Wieland  
Shelley Mei Choy Wong  
Ruiyang Yi  
Chelsea Jung Lan Yin

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Narelie Domingo Calley  
Roxanne Dominique Haverkort-Yeh  
Lili’uokalani Shiomi Hiraide  
Melissa Ann Owens

MASTERS OF ACCOUNTING

Amanda Yeon Adachi  
Charisse Agasid Agraan  
Soo Jeong Choi  
Bailey Kaukamanu Kwai Sinn Choy  
Miki Alyssa Den Beste  
Ashley Queen Lamug Ganti  
Chloë Murasaki Honbo  
Kyle Grant Kinman  
Yue Li  
Denis Joset Kurt Alban Mannschatz  
Celina Jing Jing Ng  
Kristine Van Ha Santaniello  
Raina Lynn Saragoza  
Jessica Mellen Sharp

MASTERS OF ARTS

Carolyn Abe  
Second Language Studies

Saloua Adjir  
French

Phillip Kanakanui Aiwohi-Kim  
Hawaiian Studies

Adrian Eduardo Amaya  
Economics

Nicholas David Ammon  
East Asian Languages and Literatures (Japanese)

Jordan Miller Antonio  
Asian Studies

Nadia Rhee Arzberger  
Anthropology

Ryan Kawika Ali’inoa Aspili  
Hawaiian Studies

Dayna Aulani Domingo Asuncion  
Communicology

Jonas Rei Angelo Ganitano Balisacan  
Mathematics

Batsukh Batmunkh  
History

Leslie Betancourt  
Communication

Jeremiah Luab Bonilla  
Asian Studies

Anika Kawailehua Borden  
Hawaiian Studies

Adam Andrew Bramlett  
Second Language Studies

Jackson Kônane Brumblay  
Hawaiian Studies

Gabrielle Christene Buist  
Communicology

Peter Emmery Bushell  
History

Miguel Vendiola Cadoy III  
Music

Lucia Camardiel Sardiña  
Spanish

Alizabeth Jeanne Candler  
Spanish

Sarah Wren Champagne  
Linguistics
Yoonsun Choi
Second Language Studies

Vincent H. K. Chung
Mathematics

Jenniefer Pajo Corpuz
English

Jacqueline Mary Dean
Geography

Diana Sofia Delgado Cornejo
English

Malika M. Dudley
Communicology

Erika Kimi Enomoto
Art History

Timothy Joseph Ferber
Asian Studies

Lorenzo Pule Finau-Cruz
Pacific Islands Studies

Thomas Kento Fukata
East Asian Languages and Literatures (Japanese)

Ashley Nicole Gomez
Communication

Bernardo Gonzalez
Geography

Lori Ann-Marie Gregg-Hammer
Communication

Rachel Elise Greiner
American Studies

Hien Thi Ha
Mathematics

Lauren E. Hauck
History

Corrisa Renae Heyes
Mathematics

Yeeun Hong
Asian Studies

Christie Ann Honore
English

Runa Ikeno
East Asian Languages and Literatures (Japanese)

Holly Sumiko Ishiki
Second Language Studies

Songlak Jaiwongphen
Economics

Jett James Jasper
Communicology

Miranda Margaret Kam
History

Yoshiko Kameo
Communicology

Chaelyn Chiomi Kanoe Kamikawa
Second Language Studies

Harlee V. Kekauoha
Communication

Justin Kepo’ohunaikeaouli Keli’ip’a’akaua
Hawaiian Studies

Mason William Kenton
Spanish

Khairunnisa
Linguistics

Seng Khang
Anthropology

Young Seo Kim
Asian Studies

Youngmeen Kim
Second Language Studies

Lexi Rae Kinoshita
English

Tatsuki Kohatsu
Geography

Quang Loc Lam
Economics

Robert Joseph Lanfranchi
Geography

Brian Lau
Communication
Micah Haruaki Wung Keong Lau
English

Christina Nakyong Lee
English

Victoria Wai-Nga Lee
Second Language Studies

Brianna Susan Leisure
East Asian Languages & Literatures

Rui Yao Li
Theatre

Jana Marie Light
Philosophy

Katherine D. Lobendahn
Anthropology

Jacob Hauʻoli I. P. Lorenzo-Elarco
Hawaiian

Shuo Luan
Pacific Islands Studies

Kimery S. Lynch
Asian Studies

Katelyn Kaʻi’inimaikalani Mahelona
Communication

Kacie Yukari Manabe
Political Science

Marisela Martinez
Theatre

Stephen Emory Marvin
Art History

Marina Mayumi Matsui
Psychology

Alec Kaipo Takeshi Matsumoto
History

Carey Maureen McClure
East Asian Languages and Literatures (Korean)

Dylan Gray McCurdy
Anthropology

JoeAnna Janet Francia McDonald
Mathematics

Denis Melik Tangiyev
Second Language Studies

Brendan Hugh Memmott
East Asian Languages and Literatures (Korean)

Kaoru Motomura
Second Language Studies

Amanda Sachiko Muramoto
Asian Studies

In Young Na
Second Language Studies

Alex Nam
Economics

Richard Ono Naseer
Asian Studies

Heidi Lynn Needham
Geography

Andrew Daniel Nelson
Religion (Asian)

Michelle H. Nguyen
Anthropology

Ikenna Nometa
Mathematics

Suzuka Ono
Linguistics

Jeffrey G. Otto
Second Language Studies

Leesa Park
Second Language Studies

Jillian Kamakaila Paulino
Hawaiian Studies

Magdalena M. Petko
Second Language Studies

Liat Ida Portner
Geography

Emily Anne Ricker
American Studies

Kevin S. Rickman
Second Language Studies
Joseph Lars Ritch
Second Language Studies

Natalie June Roberts
Asian Studies

Benton Park Rodden
Political Science

Devan Shea Rustia
English

Agnese Scaturro
Second Language Studies

Tristan Olivia-Isaac Setzer
Communication

Travis John Shaver
Music

Alessandra Gabrielle Shea
Anthropology

Christopher Masaki Suzuki
Asian Studies

Holden K.M.D. Takahashi
Hawaiian Studies

Kylie Aiea Tuitavuki
Anthropology

Joshua William Turner
Asian Studies

Jenny Ung
Anthropology

Briana Koani Uu
English

Corey M. Watanabe
Communicology

Kira Marissa Webster
Geography

Tahlia Loredo White
French

Alec Ray Wilkinson
Religion (Asian)

Konni Marie Wilson
Communicology

Willard Ross Winans
Geography

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Jeremy Shane Angaran
Kylie Malia Arrell
Jordan Richard Baird
Rabeca Le Bates
Marija Begovic
Keith Peter Bethune
Lynn Young Bruckelmeier
Dennis Raymond Chase
Cedric Aaron Colling
Bruno Alexander Corsi
Myong Lee Cotham
Claudia Kawailiula Fernandez
John Robert Field
Nicholas Kainoa Gambino
Christopher Angelo Halim
Daniel Han
Jennifer N. T. Kala
Amanda Kahealani Kam
Ryoko Kawabata
Amy Jo Kelly
Tisha China Kent-White
Tammy Lee
Patricia Nicole Mayer
Gwen M. McDonald
Christopher Chase Alvarez McKenney
Julie K. Mijo
Penelope Emily Domaloan Ng Pack
Boyd Kalamaha’aheo Nobriga
Justin James Nowak
Michelle Sachi Ota
Justin Yuuki Puckett
Matthew ‘Remy’ Remkiewicz
Jenna Kehaulani Mapuana Richards
Erin Yang Roh
Kimberly Tiana Straube
Christopher Scott Sutton
Duong Srey Thon
Madhu Prasad Tiwari
Tahnee Pomaika’i Towill
Courtney Wagner
Phuntsho Wangmo
Io On Wong
Kera Emiko Wong-Miyasato
Logan Shigeru Lung Yamamoto
Yixiao Yang
Chong Woo Yi

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Jocelyn Noelani Aipa
Curriculum Studies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Sachie Kikuta Akioka</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodena May Akiu</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria Lynn Alonzo</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maeva Charlotte Anderson</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc C. Antosch</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Kazuo Arimoto</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Kuulei Babagay</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Keoni Bain</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Christine Banninger</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barth Alfred Baron</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saul Alejandro Bernal Ramos</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin Kanoa Bolan</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade Kau’ionapualei Oh Botelho</td>
<td>Educational Foundations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary Amanda Mae Brown</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxanne Kaleiawapuhi Carvalho</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Maura Cashman</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Kahoku Castillo</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Brett Chaffins</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandy Shan Chen</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Sau Hah Chun</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Joy Ciacci</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Defiesta Corpuz</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharlene Elizabeth Curry</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan J. Dabrowski</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Michelle De Witt</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Charles Dalmacio Dela Cruz</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Wai In Domingcil</td>
<td>Educational Foundations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana Mei Lin Ducroix Miyamoto</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmitrii Egorov</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Carol Erdmann</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerri Lynn Fukuda</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brie Kawehiokalani Machiko Fukumoto</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falaofuta Gaoa</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle A. K. Gima</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Gerard Gomes</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Newton Gomez</td>
<td>Educational Foundations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Lyle Gonsalves</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David John Gonzales</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sarah Anne Haseth  
Curriculum Studies  

Stacie Akemi Hata  
Curriculum Studies  

Danielle Carlos Hipol  
Curriculum Studies  

Cory Marie Horwitz  
Special Education  

Aliah Lauae Liliana Irvine  
Curriculum Studies  

Patrick C. Jenkins  
Educational Administration  

Gibson William Johnson  
Educational Foundations  

Mary Beth Jones  
Special Education  

Jesse Isaiah Joseph  
Learning Design and Technology  

Judy M. Kakazu  
Learning Design and Technology  

Brandy Haulani Kaleoaloha  
Educational Administration  

Mikaʻele Francis Kanoekapaokawaihau Kane  
Educational Foundations  

Keila Namie Kasashima  
Educational Administration  

Ilisa Kea  
Learning Design and Technology  

Patricia Giorlando Kenny  
Curriculum Studies  

Kristen Erin Kim  
Curriculum Studies  

Kawehi Eleile Keānuenuekuʻuipookalani Kina  
Educational Administration  

Edward Andre Kinnear  
Curriculum Studies  

Therese Marie Ko  
Curriculum Studies  

Samantha Mahealani Kuakini  
Curriculum Studies  

Angie Catoire Libarios  
Special Education  

Pualei Pohakala Lima  
Curriculum Studies  

Kealakai Pumehana Lindsey Meyer  
Special Education  

Yuejiao Liu  
Special Education  

Taryn Loveman  
Curriculum Studies  

Denise Mahealani Low-Liu  
Curriculum Studies  

Taimane L. Luafutu  
Curriculum Studies  

Jessica Gar Yan Lum  
Learning Design and Technology  

Jennifer Lynn Macadangdang  
Special Education  

Benson Mapu  
Curriculum Studies  

Shuko Matsubara  
Learning Design and Technology  

Noreen Ma Matsuda  
Educational Foundations  

Lina Jasmine Mochizuki  
Curriculum Studies  

Donna-Richardia Anuenue Mose  
Educational Administration  

Elle Satomi Nakamura  
Learning Design and Technology  

Leni Michi Nakao-Yamada  
Curriculum Studies  

Laura Mie Nakasato  
Educational Administration  

Katherine Kawehionalani Nguyen  
Curriculum Studies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Nguyen-Tran</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ateisha Misae Alaka’i Norton</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Natsue Oshiro</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Ashley Soriano Palacsa</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Paige Pendergast</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thuyen My Pham</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deanne Kehaulani Pong</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Edward Pope</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niuafolau Pua</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gino Anthony Pullaro</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byron Marques Pulu</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan James Rasheed</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabel Tuaga Reid</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Rene</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Dean Rydquist</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Educational Foundations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markiesha Pi’ilani Gervacio Samson-Coloma</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joana Marie Almazora Sebastian</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolly Sailiai Sikoloni</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charis-Ann Frances U. Sole</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Soma</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle T. Sonoma</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaesavali Vaiuta Steffany</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shan Andrew Stewart</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Puaonaonaoka’awapuhi Stibbard</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Midori Sullivan</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo Ann Mari Suzawa</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Takeda</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Learning Design and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Kouichi Tanabe</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimm Marie Teruya</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Faasolo Tini</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan V. Tong</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sela Unga</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Yuka Usami</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fotualii’i Abraham Vaimauga</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Y. Vazquez</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ErikaRose Ululana Rosa Vincent</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Educational Foundations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Charissa Ann Puamana Waialae  
Educational Foundations

Angela Mary West  
Curriculum Studies

Liana Mercedes White  
Curriculum Studies

Benji Andrew Whitenack  
Educational Foundations

Jared R. Winquist  
Curriculum Studies

Bethany Chiemi Yoshimura  
Learning Design and Technology

**MASTER OF EDUCATION IN TEACHING**

Jennie Katherine Barto  
Byron Carl Bass
Silvana Mae Cendana Bautista  
Axel Ira Beers
Kelsey La’akea Coleman  
Sheila Kahailii Cypher
Karen Atianzar Dulatre  
Misty Rose Figueira
Eamon Lee Forslund  
Natanya Antoinette Puolimaikalani Friedheim
Christina Kimiko Frolik  
Amber S. K. Fuller
Sarah Jean Puanani Galiher  
Jeremy Ramos Ganir
Charli Shea Goodwin  
Martin Thomas King Hamilton
Evan Teruo Hashizume  
Katie McKeever Hensley
Nancy Nicole Hoadley  
Sheri Reiko Takamiya Kelly
Danielle Napuauehiwa La’a  
Jesse Nobuharu Lee
Kealakekua S. Makekau  
John Michael Obien Mangllallan
Jason Bennett Marvel  
Alison Mary Meggs
Brice Nelson Namnama  
Xiaowa Nie
Stacie Ichiyo Nishimura  
Hali Kanoelani Pacheco
Kyung Eun Park  
Ross R. T. Peterman
Catherine Lynne Maryann Price  
Brycen Red
Ashley Marie Ryan  
Robyn Sakamoto

Sesame Tatiana Poli-Nawelo Shim  
Avenue Dane Tsukayama
Bliss Yi Uehara  
Alex J. VanCuren
Aisha J. Watson  
Tiffany Rosa Whitman
Winnie Wing-Yee Wu  
Kellie Mika Yoshihara

**MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT**

Emma Lavinia Brown  
Chrislyn Leilani DeMattos
Alexis Rene Kerver  
Melissa Mālie Mishina Kunz
Ryan Ryoji Ueunten  
Ella Jayne Wilmot
Lukanieklole Chihiro Zavas

**MASTER OF FINE ARTS**

Audrey Isabel Castaneda Walker  
Theatre
Christine Jamlig Chang  
Theatre
Isabella Deborah Dixon  
Theatre
Ava Fedorov  
Art
Jenna Alison Macy  
Art
Laura Jean Nigon-Holmgren  
Theatre
Catherine Ann Restivo-Romito  
Theatre

**MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE**

Branden Kāwika Keolamaika’i Gar Ping Annino  
Olga Ageyevna Douglas Isaeva
Matthew Mitsuaki Higa  
Shun Ishimine
Jay E. Moorman  
Jonathan Kekaimalu Stanich
Carol Diener Weber
**MASTER OF LAWS**
Leonard Billy Chite
Chiako Fukushima
Hokyung Kim
Lee F. Sanderson
Samraansh Sharma

**MASTER OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE**
Farah Amanda Bobbitt
Alita June Wai Charron
Ashley Nichole Forester
Mildred Sidney Louie
Malia Leina Morales
Phuong Hoang Thi Nguyen
Alyssa Nicole 'Anela Purcell
Stephanie Robertson
Molly Marie Rowe

**MASTER OF MUSIC**
Emily Jialeir Lee Stanford
Yingqi Zhao

**MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION**
Loren Fe De Paz Fortner
Khaliun Ganbaatar
Daniel Kiyoshi Barretto Cagasan Hironaka
Levingston Dewitt Hodges
Daniel Hiyogo Koge
Jasmine Noriko Lwin
Sally Jo Moore
Choggan Hagai Pawai
Christopher Patrick Wayne Savage
Naimah Hamed Elizabeth Schwalbe

**MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH**
Rebecka Kalaniokekiuluwehiwehipialoha Adolpho
Justina K.I. Funtanilla Clanton
Dejah Agnes Suataga Fa'asoa
Acasia Kaitlyn Fukuda
Uyanga Ganbat
Laura Michelle Groves
Kelly Edward Knowles
Yifei Li
Hailey Ann M. Maeda
Wilson Nguyen
Nicole Kahielani Peltzer
Sean Frederick Rabes
Phyllis Aire Sheer Halunajan Raquinio

**MASTER OF SCIENCE**
Taylor Nichole Ronquillo
Tomoya Sato
Angel Lynn Estranero Talana
Yuka Uema
Sydney Brie Unciano

**MASTER OF SCIENCE**
Alaina Ann Abbott
Nursing

Heather Dawn Acidera
Clinical and Translational Research

Jesse William Adams
Botany

Joel Rene Adricula
Athletic Training

Derek William Aegerter
Civil Engineering

Gabriella Elizabeth Andrade
Travel Industry Management

David Paul Ryan Araki
Cell and Molecular Biology

Rashmi Arvety Ramanatha
Computer Science

Melissa Leigh Atkins
Zoology

Dolly Autufuga
Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences

Jaclyn Mary Catherine Ayala
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Nima Azbijari
Computer Science

Alli Rebecca Bacher
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Desmond Diego Bactista
Finance

Jordan Richard Baird
Finance

Tiana Danielle Barron
Athletic Training
Ayesha Euris Regina Bell-Gam Woto  
Biomedical Sciences (Tropical Medicine)

Chloé Alexandria Blandino  
Marine Biology

Darian Dolores Diane Brothers  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Elizabeth Joy Brown  
Travel Industry Management

Jessica Avalon Bullington  
Oceanography

Alika Kahiau Candelario-Tochiki  
Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering

Wen Bo Cao  
Civil Engineering

Luana Carneiro Pereira  
Civil Engineering

Joana Rose Montero Castillo  
Civil Engineering

Brandon Ranchez Cezar  
Civil Engineering

Beatrice Luisa Chinen  
Chemistry

Josh Renzo Macabugao Claudio  
Electrical Engineering

Austen Elizabeth Conlon  
Botany

Joshua Thomas Crunk  
Mechanical Engineering

Eric Adam Czachor  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

McKenna Marie Daulton  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Douglas Evan Dieckgraefe  
Information Systems

Eric Ryan Dilley  
Marine Biology

Viet Sang Doan  
Mechanical Engineering

Kandria Nichole Driskill  
Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering

Allyson Rae Earl  
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Andi Monet Erickson  
Ocean and Resources Engineering

Kelsie Sanae Kapuakauonalani Espiritu-Tanabe  
Athletic Training

Brittany Nicole Evans  
Marine Biology

Betsy Cabingabang Fa'asu  
Nursing

Kathryn Rebecca Feloy  
Oceanography

Ian Tomio Fujitani  
Electrical Engineering

Geoffrey Acoba Garcia  
Mechanical Engineering

Patrick Knoll Gasman  
Finance

Stanley Scott Gaudion  
Finance

Crystal Kapua Hafoka  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Harper Lorraine Bolt Harper  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Katrina Kimiko Higa  
Civil Engineering

Carlee Mariko Hirano  
Marketing Management

Jeannie Ho  
Public Health

Chay Leng Hok  
Civil Engineering

Leah Da-jung Watson Hosaka  
Nursing

David Howe  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science
Connor Keaumakalani Howick  
Public Health

Xingyue Hu  
Atmospheric Sciences

Jessica Lauren Idle  
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Elizabeth Iona Jackson  
Travel Industry Management

Kaitlyn Paige Jacobs  
Marine Biology

Julia Roshan Jahansooz  
Clinical and Translational Research

Casdon Rhett Jardine  
Finance

Jie Jiang  
Atmospheric Sciences

Julianne Mary Kalksma  
Ocean and Resources Engineering

Marilyn L. Kamakea  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Renisha Karki  
Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering

Courtney Anne Kerestes  
Clinical and Translational Research

Sushil Khadka  
Civil Engineering

Lauren Elizabeth Kirkwood  
Developmental and Reproductive Biology

Philip Kei Kitamura  
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Leah Renee Komisak  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Alexandra Tami Kong  
Tropical Plant Pathology

Azumi Koyama  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Alexis Renee Diaz Lagasca  
Nursing

Kristy Izumi Lam  
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Matthew Justin Lam  
Chemistry

Lawrence Martin Laus  
Civil Engineering

Sydney Grace Le Cras  
Civil Engineering

Dayton Hou Kwong Lee  
Mechanical Engineering

Herman Hong Man Li  
Computer Science

Jiakun Liang  
Atmospheric Sciences

Zhaohao Liang  
Travel Industry Management

Sara Tung Yee Lin  
Civil Engineering

Alohalaniho‘ohenoika’opī‘o-ola Anabel Lindsey  
Nursing

Alexander John Pilkington MacLeod  
Civil Engineering

Adam James Huang Macalalag  
Mechanical Engineering

Joao Marco Maffini  
Finance

Christopher-Austin Lopaka Magallones  
Finance

Muzamil Mahgoub Yahia Mohamed  
Computer Science

Kei Manabe  
Ocean and Resources Engineering

Masako Matsunaga  
Clinical and Translational Research

Emma Kay McGuillicuddy  
Finance

Cristina Eve McLaughlin  
Electrical Engineering
William P Melville
Information Systems

Anna Baker Mikkelsen
Earth and Planetary Sciences

Jensen Shigeru Momoki
Information Systems

Moseli Stephen Mots'oeohli
Computer Science

Bridget Elizabeth Murphy
Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering

Matthew Thomas Nakamura
Mechanical Engineering

Patrick Napier
Chemistry

Shanice Sachi Kealohilani Navarro
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Ryan Lowell Neville
Electrical Engineering

Kurt Kaiolu Nikaitani
Computer Science

Luis Miguel Niño
Finance

Kari Kēhaulani Noe
Computer Science

Lance Gregory Abcede Nunes
Developmental and Reproductive Biology

Cameron Bellamy Ogden-Fung
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Haley Alexis Okun
Atmospheric Sciences

Kai Claburn Outlaw-Spruell
Mechanical Engineering

Erzsi Kuba Palko
Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences

Jerome Gamatero Pascua
Mechanical Engineering

Saroj Pathak
Civil Engineering

Garinn Masa Pereira
Food Science

Michelle Pits
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Morgan Elizabeth Pugh
Entomology

Emily Victoria Kaleinaniopi’ilani Reaveley
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Theresa Rose Rouse
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Noelle Claudine Rubas
Clinical and Translational Research

Malia Krystine Russo
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Rachel Kinsey Sachs
Cell and Molecular Biology

Mouauia Mohmoud Salameh
Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering

Elizabeth Jasmine Samoa
Marketing Management

Norma Santana
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Segundo-Justin K. Sarce IV
Finance

Jamie Choi Chee Sardinha
Athletic Training

Ryan Keitaro Sasaki
Marketing Management

Emily Lokelani Sewell
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Rayden Troy Siador
Athletic Training

William Constantine Lokei Sirabis
Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences

Gregory A. Snyder
Mechanical Engineering

Dane Justin Yukio Sobol
Civil Engineering
Paul Spooren  
Computer Science

Nyan Crandall Stillwell  
Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering

Clarisse Eleanor Santos Sullivan  
Oceanography

Jillian Reiko Sumitomo  
Civil Engineering

Devin Sumiye Takahashi  
Clinical and Translational Research

Loryn Noriko Takata  
Public Health

Lichun Tang  
Atmospheric Sciences

Micah Alexander Kaleiokalani Tang  
Civil Engineering

Shelby Miyuki Tateishi  
Athletic Training

Miles Kealoha Thomas  
Botany

Tre’ Rashee Thomas  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Leah Paige Morton Thompson  
Botany

Jonathan Mitchell Tobin  
Earth and Planetary Sciences

Camilla Tognacchini  
Oceanography

Jason Hong Tran  
Athletic Training

Sylvia Tran  
Marketing Management

Giannicola Emanuele Tumino Di Costanzo  
Ocean and Resources Engineering

Katrina Hi’ilani Turner  
Computer Science

Jonathan Elias Uejbe  
Electrical Engineering

Theodore Noriyoshi Uekawa  
Civil Engineering

Lyndsey Akiyo Uyeda  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Scott Edington Van De Verg  
Botany

Jan Jozef van der Veken  
Atmospheric Sciences

Jackson Alexander Van Eekeren  
Finance

Edward Andrew Vause  
Mechanical Engineering

Leng Houy Venegas  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Huong Thanh Vu  
Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering

Kody Mikio Wakumoto  
Mechanical Engineering

An-Yu Wang  
Travel Industry Management

Hunter Robert Edwin Warner  
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Chad Jacob Wilhite  
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Ella Jayne Wilmot  
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Shannon M. Wilson  
Entomology

Daniel Wan Woo  
Animal Sciences

Tamika L.E. Wright  
Botany

Hyang Yoon  
Oceanography

Shuangge Yu  
Atmospheric Sciences
Beverly Yuen  
Food Science

Jianxun Zhang  
Travel Industry Management

Xinping Zhang  
Atmospheric Sciences

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Taryn Mie Adams-Leon  
Matilda Ann Maunahina Antone  
Raymond Kwok Wai Chan  
Annie Da Young Chang  
Deborah P. Chaves Kepaa  
Siobhan Gracey Coad  
Robert Alec Cornejo  
Nicolle Noelani Cruz  
Olivia Chou DeQuiroz  
Karissa Helena DeWeerd  
Geisha Ann Pascual Dela Pena  
Cassandra Francisco Dimailig  
Deborah Ann Rubenio Drummondo  
Catherine H. Fly  
Stephen H. Fox  
Mathew Ryan Goldberg  
Jayci Marie Alohilani Gomes  
Reis Kilohana Haitsuka  
Melisa Halamehi Heimuli  
Lisa Thi Ho  
CJ Mitsuo Ver Ibara  
Tiana Emiko Igarashi  
Emma Maikalani Nakamura Ishihara  
Tani Kalei Alarcio Kagesa  
Theresa-Marie Kaleialoha Kaio  
Brandt Ryan Hideo Yun Kwong Kam  
Kristin Noel Marie Kaniaupio  
Samuel Louis Kaolulo  
Lilinoe Yael Beatrice Kauahikaua  
Rachael Kaleiokalani Ke  
Tiffany Crystal Keko’olani  
Whitney Lee Kim  
Meagan-Joi Naniku’ulokelani’o vai ola Kimberly  
Taylor Alesia Kirk  
Jillian P. Kublick  
Sabrina Maloloto Lake  
Bailey Lynn Lambert-Candaza  
Hana-Elise Yoshioka Lambur  
Zoey Cin-Yi Lau  
Jenny Kit Yin Lee  
Sylvia M. Lee  
Zoe Leimamo Lilo  
Jacob K. Makaiwi  
Mariah Carmen Manuilit  
Melissa Alejandra Martinez

Colleen Suzanne McCown  
Lucille Marie Miller  
Maria Raiza Dinulong Morales  
Zyra Ventura Morales  
China Malia Moreira  
Victoria Grace Murphy  
Zedrick-Kyle Silva Oda  
Patrice Payne-Fatty  
Kimberly Puente  
Alexander Jiun Long Quach  
Racquel Sarah Domanguera Raneses  
Kira Li’ilani Rapozo  
Jenny Mae Alejo Respicio  
Heather Christine Roller Rodriguez  
May Macalma Roque  
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Siegfried  
Jordan Nicole Sleeth  
Rhiannon Lee Soriano  
Rebecca Lynn Thompson  
Samantha Tisalona  
HeNaniNoOeKaWahineU’iolKePono Wandasan  
Robert Thomas Yamashita  
Whitney Michiko Young

MASTER OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

John Atwood Canner  
Samantha Ann Lara  
Lakpa Sherpa  
Thomas Ryan Stock
POST - BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION

Jayde Hunter Ricafrente Abdon
Gigi Marie Akana
Waranan W. Anderson
Caroline G. Balatico-Kalaw
Rubigilda Cabalar Baluscang
John J. Borge
Michael Eugene Burdine
Andrew Michael Calhoon
Jeffrey Gee Wai Chau
Israel Chavez
Caitlin Rose Takeko Chong
Shay Melynne Chun
Shayna Noelian Dabis-Tom
Gregg William Daniels
Chanel Beatrice Leialoha DePonte
Nicole Sachiko Ehara
Jessica Sonia Fernandez
Tysha Tatiana Kuuipo Freitas
Paige Elizabeth Herrin
Sarah Monet Hickey
Jamie Kehaulani Kumi Higashi
Ryan A. Hirashima
Mary Jennings
Lauren Katherine Elizabeth Jones
Tammy Salina Kaaukai
Brian S. Kasawaki
Kyle Kei Yin Lau
Alise Ashley Michelson
Bryant Jyoji Murakami
Jerilyn Kylie Ornellas
Bonnie Ja-Fo Parker
Tonya Michelle Kiilan Parker
Holly S. Paulman
Robin Lynne Rosenbalm-Fabroa
Kau'i Leialoha Samson-Chong
James Michael Shildmyer
Terry Lee Slaughter
Shelby Smith
Jennifer L. Steele
Salamasina Dawn Te'i
Christina Maria Thomsen Asencios
Sharon Y. N. Tonaki
Shu Yeung Daniel Tsang
Anastasia Eve Vaccaro
Kris Allison Williams
Evelyn Perez Won
Jake Alexander Yamamoto
Laura Naomi Yamashiroya

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
Bachelor of Arts
College of Arts and Sciences

Tiera Marie Abe
Jordan Kyle Abraham
Breanna Komata Agas
Darlene Nguyen Agbayani
Charie Mae Andres Agonoy
Erika Cuario Agustin
Marley Alexandra
Kalikopuanohaoakalani Aiu
Orion Delayne Alexander
Danielle Marie Allaire
Zoe Marion Alvarez
Alyssa Yun Jung An
Benjamin R. Anderson
Lucian G. Anderson
Elise Rochelle Andrade
Sherylyne Manuel Andrade
Nainoa Lee Andrade
Kailee Chieko Arakaki
Justin Jay Arcano
Adam Scott Arnott
Chanel Nohealani Ashimine-Morris
Kristine Keiko Au
Noah Kalamapono Au
Dena Agbuya Austria
Kendall Autry
Isaiah Tony Kalani Avilla
Ramsey Takeo Tai Aviu
Breanna Brooke Aweau
Ariana A. Babichenko
Meaghan Livingstone Bachop
Hilkeah Mae Asuncion Badua
Kristel Jane Yagyagan Bagunu
Elyssa Rose Baird
Lee Ai Balcita
Jace Makoto Balmilero
Jaric Carlin E. Balmores
Bryant Bandayrel
Bryan Yanos Baniaga
Brian Anthony Bantiles
Carmen Baringo Romero
Bridget Mary Catherine Barry
Hayley Barte
Nathan Douglas Bartholomew
Elizesh Basim
Any Rose Kaleo'o Nalani Ozoa
Batoon
Jeffrey Iakopo Baza, Jr.
James Ernest Bennett
Spencer Mark Mutuso Bento
Ashleigh Berg
Destany Lahada Bernstine
Tony Luck Betts
Braden Michael Betz
Logan Biondi-Leitz
Bailey Kainoaiakal Borengasser
Madison G. Boyle
Henry Coleridge Bransdorfer
Janet Seo Breckenridge
Nicholas Forbes Bright
Sheena Mae Rolo Briones
Danielle A. Brown
Te’ana Florence Bryan
Marisallie Deanne Buhl
Alexandria Grace Buel
Luke Jucutan Bulosan
Kelley Patricia Burke
Maria Theresa Liwanag Burke
Jenna Akika Burnside
Emily Rose Burr
Milligan Charlotte Burroughs
Eric C. Cabato
Jessyca Mengali Cabral
Irene Joy Utanes Cabuloy
Zachary Martin Cadavona
Jarrod Banis Caluya
Kiana Naomi Camara
Ronnie Allen Mendoza Campman
Loleina Kealaokapuakukui Aleka
Carlos
Aleigha Mae Leilani Carlson
Lily Awatea Carrero
Douglas Mark Carroll III
Chanel Marie Carter
Maria Kyung-sun Cashdollar
Devan Rae Castillo
Katherine Elizabeth Castillo
Curt Peter Masao Castro
Mary Ann Nogami Castro
Connie Cen
Alemarie Ponce Ceria
Felicia Chan
Tina Hung Chan
Calvin Phan Chang
Jada Mai Kiani Chang
Dylan Chapin
Malia Kai Char
John Kainalu Chee
Ayami Chiba
Dyllon
Kanakamekapuuwaihama
Ching
Abrial Kristine Chouinard
Anna Chua
Kristin Priscilla Ciapusci
Athena Tiare Cicogna
Dustin Akira La’a’kea Ciesiolka
Hanna Maria Claerbout
Anna Clark
Nicole Clark
Mia Noelani Clause
Ashley Amanda Clayton
Kionna LaShae Clayton
Conway Stevenson Cleary
Ruthie La‘akea Cockett
Christine O’Neal Cole
Ferse Ivy Mayola Collado
Keahi Elyse Coria
Liza Marie Callo Corotan
Charles Maxwell Corral
Anna Marie Michiko Correa
Louis Anthony Cozetto
Marshall Daniel Kealalauae Cressy
Samuel James Cruz
Rovie Jay Dela Cruz Dacumos
Alec-Shane Aurelio Dalmacio
Jacob Johnson Dalton
Simone René Davenport
Christine Miho Davis
Jazmyn Ka‘iulani De Francia
Kaitlin DeBusca
Geneva Therese Batangan
Dela Cruz
Chelsea M. Delos Reyes
Michael C. DeMello
Dustin Jonathan Demeter
Brooke Anne Derache
Reagan Marie Diana
Desiree Damaso Diaz
Melanie Diaz
Molly Eleanor DiLalla
Yizhu Ding
Bianka Wulf Diza
Danny S. Domingo, Jr.
Rafael Bumanglag Domingo
Mason Kuliaikalakumakamae
Donahue
Mario E. Doropan
Hiroyo Cleofas Na‘ualoha Dow
Amelia Lifeifoifoi Evangelista
Blaize Kainalu Evora
Anton Fang
Catherine Alice Ferreira
Dasha Michelle Figueroa
Madison Annemarie Flores
Zoe L. Flores-Villagran
Phillip Ikaika Foster
Jazlyn Supnet Franco
Elena Kealohilani Nicole Friedman
Melanie E. Fujii
Blake N. Fukumoto
Kenneth Fung
Sierra K. Gamayon
Makoto Glen Gamblin
Clayton Lee Gant Petersen
Adrian James Alicar Gante
Teuila Tauiliili Pafuti Gardner
Bernadette Rose Māhiehie
Kanoelani Garrett
Hannah Aryanna Gaskins
Skylar Paige Geasey
Ryan Geronimo
Andrew D. Gibson
Tara Nee Gilbert
Mark Guillermo Gilo
Kobi Jiro Gima
Courtney Kealainai Gomes
Julio Cesar Gomez
Zerimar Ivette Gordillo
James Patrick Gordon IV
Jocelyn Whei-Tsí Grandinetti
Devon Kaneshiro Grandy
Jordan Olivia Greco
Korynn Elaine Grenert
Michelle Mai Guo
Douglas James Alexander Haban
Karolina Hajkova
Samuel Chan Yang Han
Lauren Mitsue Hanabusa
Nicole Michiko Hanabusa
Kyra Auli‘i Kahiau Hanawahine
Connor C. Hancock
Hattie Keonaona Hapai
Alyssa Akari Ulani Harada
Kaito Harana
Emma Gloria Hardin
Micaila Lynn Harrison
Gemma Q. Q. Hayden
Jiajie He
Robyn Noelle Heaps
Brandy Salome Brown Heard
Kyla Kaulani Eleanor Hee
Ezra Jay Heleski
Troy Lee Henderson III
Grace Mary Hendricks-Schleinkofer
Autumn-Raine Zoe
Kahōkūwaikula‘o Maui Hesia
Esther Haemi Higa
Paloma Kimiko Mahina Higashi
Lauren Kahaunani Hirano
Sayuri Monica Hisanaga
Men Thi Hoang
Marcus Tremaine Holbert
Matthew John Holland
Mirren A. Hollison
Malia Helen Holubeck
Jon Lee Hookano
Austin Hidetaka Horio
Jun Peters Horouchi
Jennifer Chia-Hwa Hsu
Huanli Hu
Joshua Randall Hu
Martin G. W. Hu
Dong-Lee Huang
Julia Kyoka Hubbard
William L. Hughes-Duffy
Arnold Thomas Hussey
Lea Cathryn Noelani Hutchinson
Joshua Corpus Ibarra
Sarah Mari Igarashi
Shae-Lynne A. K. Igartag-Peters
Hayley Kanela Ikeda
Austin Vandy Inta
Matthew Paul Janssen
Josann Jenks
Kylee Keanulani Mae Jervis
Kaylee Mae Jones
Ye Won Joo
Edward Kalanikini Maxwell Juan
Jana A. Julian
Sue Anne Michelle Juskovich
Cameron Keitaro Ikaia Ka‘aihue
Miki Seki Kahmann
Julyen Machiko Kaloke Kaluna
Zen Trajkovski Kamalani
Summer Lynn
Ka‘anefananiokaloha
Kamau-Waikiki
Kaiulani Queen Mokihana
Kamehameha
Jake Tristan Kanan
Chase Yuuichi Kanemura
Kevin R. Katayama
Tyra Mehealani Kaukau
Nazareth Kekainalu Kawakami
Brycen Taro Kawakami-Tabios
Casey Setsuo Kay
Wesley Isaac Kealoha
Eunice Ji Haem Kim
Joseph Kim
Momilani Raquel Quintana
Allayna Ku’uleimaikalani Quiacho
Eriein Elizabeth Rae
Clarissa Mae Capadosa Rago
Trisha Mei Pugat Ramelb
Megan Acob Ramones
Jareza Eva Bahet Ramos
Barbara Nahomi Rangel Ochoa
Chelia Claire Rector
Ashley Mae Regaspi
Michelle K. Respicio
Jona Rewein
Raniele Michael Reyes
Alaine Abril Reynolds
Macey Carmen Rio
Casey Finnin Robinson
Dasol Robinson
Kuulei Sakurako Rodby
Carlos Rodriguez
Sarah Michelle Rodriguez
Roelen Siabal Ronny
Ashley Rebecca Rosenfeld
Ella Weijun Rosenlinn
Nicholas Patrick Ross
Hailey Ilana Rothner
Cara Jessica Rozzi
Douglas Javon Maurice Russell
Noah Isaac Ryan
Chelsie Pu’uwaitani Masako
Sablan
Jesalene Valiente Sacramento
Chloe H. C. Sakamoto-Akhay
Subrina Kamalei Samorano
Jonathan Sanchez Cervantes
Ria Lynn Sappal
Jennifer Kimie Sato
Joshua Scott Sato-Asato
Rhea I. Saura
Emily Sarah Schwartz
Angeliki Noelani Scordilis
Alonzo Ichirou Seals
Ian Matthew Segawa
Samantha Jo Sexton
James Matthew Shaw
Mei Shimizu
Emma Matsue Shirai
Camryn Sachiko Chow Shiroma
William Baaclo Short
Hannah Simpson
Jasmine Rose Singleton
Emily Jennifer Smith
Kayla Marie Smith
Kennedy E. Smith
Mahina K. Smith
Tiffany Jade So
Max Wu
Maximillian Soares Miehlstein
Chaeyoung Song
Jordan Minoru Sonognini
Vince Neil Andres Sotoza
Olivia Sou
Johnelle Yukie Souza
Angelina Netia Spence
Skye Hi’ipoiku’upililani Stevens
James Kaleihulumamo Stevens III
Summer Joanne Stimson
Ronald Stirrup
Fangyuan Su
Matthew Wales Sun
Daniel Yukitoshi Suzuki
Alessandra C. Talabong
Travis K. K. M. Talamoa
Amily K. Tam
Mariel Reyes Tanglao
Robert Zoilo Teczon
Mia Carole Tedesco
Lana Chieko Terame
Jeremy Edward Terrazas
Christopher Joseph Tessitore
Derek D. Thomas
Gwendolyn Camille Thornton
Liam Kenneth Thropp
Tyra Noppasorn Tonkham
Jordan S. Topping
Kayla-Marie Audrey Torres
Noah Anthony Tramuto
Martin Marie Trunkey
Sarah Lauren Tuck
Calvin James Turchin
Leo Moana Spop Turetsky
Justin Kaleiakuma Uahnii
Janelle Cortez Ueda
Brody Kazunori Uehara
Blake Junho Urada
Aaron Van
Brooke Makena Van Sickle
Alika Joseph Vendiola
Carl Andre V Villaruel
Emi Amanda Wakugawa
Tiffany Kayla Walter
Beauit Rose Wanner
Khari A. K. Watson
Allison Parker Weigel
Samson Otto Weisiger
Jenessa Marie White
Emma Lee Wigren
Anastasia Wilkinson
Kainani Anastasia Wills
Tabatha Noel Wilson
William Carey Winkenhower
Ian Christopher Witter
Kela M. A. Wong
Jieying Wu
Laakea Kaimalino Piimanu
Bertulfo
Tehani K. Cabanilla-Aricayos
Clara Keao Chow
Kiana Kau’inohea Davis
Kyle Makia Dejesus
Kahikinaokala Tylun Takuyuki Yun
Young Domingo
Kelsy Ku’uleihiwahiwaoliheuha
Fujiyama
Kyle Brandon Hart
Ka’ehu K. Keawe
Kamaleikūhali’a Kahiamoe Krug
Danell Kalie Lindsey
Pi’ikea
Kekhenelehuawevewehiikau’onohei
Lopes
Kamalei Kūleakaleoakeli’i Marrotte
Brittney Kimiko
Pāia’alakamokihana Onaga
Ian Laakea Phillips
Gabriel Kaleo’okalani Pinto
Romualdo M. M. Ruiz III
Parker Kamealoha Spencer
Kaulana Abraham Kalā Bowman
Stanley
Tayla-Noheaiaiwaapiima’opinohia
Vaughan-Darval
Laakea Kaimalino Piimanu
Bertulfo
Tehani K. Cabanilla-Aricayos
Clara Keao Chow
Kiana Kau’inohea Davis
Kyle Makia Dejesus
Kahikinaokala Tylun Takuyuki Yun
Young Domingo
Kelsy Ku’uleihiwahiwaoliheuha
Fujiyama
Kyle Brandon Hart
Ka’ehu K. Keawe
Kamaleikūhali’a Kahiamoe Krug
Danell Kalie Lindsey
Pi’ikea
Kekhenelehuawevewehiikau’onohei
Lopes
Kamalei Kūleakaleoakeli’i Marrotte
Brittney Kimiko
Pāia’alakamokihana Onaga
Ian Laakea Phillips
Gabriel Kaleo’okalani Pinto
Romualdo M. M. Ruiz III
Parker Kamealoha Spencer
Kaulana Abraham Kalā Bowman
Stanley
Tayla-Noheaiaiwaapiima’opinohia
Vaughan-Darval
Bachelor of Arts
School of Pacific Asian Studies
Alexis Mary Sue Abaya
Madeline Fuatino Alefosio
Kathleen Coad Bejado
Seth Hiroshi Itano
Cassandra Rae Tjaden Ordonio
Benjamin An Binh Smith
Anteeca Brooke Stanton

Bachelor of Arts
Thompson School of Social Work and Public Health
Lindney D. Acosta
Meagan Leslee Armijo
Patrick Michael Conley
Ariana Jewel Diaz
Samantha Pearl Dubois
Edra Kawehilani Ha
Hanako Mahealani Ishii
Treysen Takeo Ishimoto
Christine Ly
Leiann P. Manera
Anam Fizah Maniar
Audrey Mae McDaniels
Violet ‘Iolani Moon
Juliana Panioa Ailini Napoleon
Jairae M. H. C. Pascual
Taylor Chieko Pu’uohau
Meldrick V. Ravida
Julienne Rose Sanchez Saladino
Evan James Santos
Rachel Storch
Cielo Nicole Sagadraca Subia
Jaclyn Basanes Topinio
Tiffany Kayla Walter
Sarah Mamiko Yasuda
Darrylina Kalan-Nainani Young

Bachelor of Business Administration
Shidler College of Business
Paul Mitsuo Adachi, Jr.
Kathryn Mae Agdeppa
Marivic Joaquin Agustin
Iman Kysah Ahmad Fauzi
Brylyn Noelani Aiwohi
Honu Tea O Te Ra’i Thuy Akau-Nguyen
India Kioko Ililani Alford
Tyler-Jordan B. Ambrocio
Maren Sedy Appiah
Amy Nicole Arnold

Amy Joyce Atwell
Jasmine Au
Taylor Kaiuwaitani Ayala-Malone
Abigail Joy Badua
Rey Anne Banes
Daniel Francis Barit
Jay-Ann P. Barrios
Shaun Ryan Barte
John Henry Malise Basalan
Richard Jorge Batad
Brandon Michael Bender
Julia Momoyo Bianco
Kayla W. Bisquera
Makenzie Kawehilani Boyd
Luca DeLaere Breslau
Amber Medeiros Burgos
Mark Joseph Burstein
Benjamin Ryan Bushrow
Mary Joy Gumtang Butac
Kevin Sagisi Butay
Kylie Katherine Butts
Matthew David Cadelina Campos
Jesse Capalbo
Anna Chen
Elton Chon
Colin Wataru Chong
Mark Ming Chou
Timothé Simon Choukroun
Jessica W.H. Chow
Trina Miyoko Takane Chun
Luke Reid Clements
Patrick Michael Conley
Aimee Vanessa Coronado Bravo
Frances Lei Corotan
Shelah Marie Marcelo Cruz
Emma Lily Cullen
Taylor Mackenzie Dachel
Kobe Brandon Dait
Jakob Harrison Davis
Joshua William Davis
Mitchell Davis
Xenia de Feminis-Popko
Jaren Jose I. de Hitta
Desmond Ethan Pita de Vera
Jessica Chiyoko Ka’uluwhehi Delgado
Alexis Dennis
Cristina Mariko Drossos
Noah Alexander Duran
Charles Henry Ethan
Austin Kenneth Ellison
Shainna Tiari Estepa
Emily Katherine Faber
Kiara Kanoeluehua Fairbairn
Matthew Lloyd Fansler
Isabel Marie Feldmann
Wenting Feng
Everett Sol Ferer
Michelangelo Aure Ferrer
Will Antonio Forni
Francesco Luce Forti
Anna Neoma Freeman
Kellie Chiaki Fuchigami
Tiare Shizue Naomi Fuchigami
Kara Alyssa Fujimoto
Lauren Kalei Fulgencio
Thomas Anders Furneisen
Kiara Furutani
Carrie Bailey Glenn
Joseph Mason Kaiponohea Gomes
Kohl Antonio Gonzales
Maria Cecilia Gonzalez
Quinn Russel Cornelius Griffiths
Jennifer Lan Grossman
Cale Abraham Guillermo
Elisabeth Serjean Handugan
Stuart Heesh
Ashley Marie Hernandez
Grace Akemi Hidano
Andrew Jett Higa
Kayla An Hoang
Men Thi Hoang
Samuel Henry Hoffer
Gynnis Rose Houston
Michael Hyun
Masato Ichijo
Naomi Kimie Ichishita
Keiko Ikeya
Savdar Im
Wilfred Simon Inalves
Nathan Shigeo Inouye
Lauren Kazuko Iwasaki
Ryo Iwasaki
Sarah Sepideh Jahansooz
Briana Diamond Juan
Kahiwahaumuaohaleakala Mika
Kamakawiwoole
Julia Mei-Lan Kan
Matthew Keiji Kanazawa
Bryton Kaneshiro
Tyra Mehealani Kaukau
Robert James Kay
Tehani Pu’a’ala Lawelawe Keanini
Kennedy Paige Kellum
Chan Young Kim
Kelli Kimura
Kazuma Sean Kitajima
Camrie Mariko Kubota
Sara Kuriyama
Brannon Jiro Kusumoto
Ethan Sun Bae Masatoshi Kwon
Lucas Labrunie
Elmer Lagud  
Kent Minh Le  
Annette Seul Lee  
Cameron Joshua Lee  
Jonovan Skyler Teruo Lee  
Kevin Lee  
Lauren Chika Lee  
Songyi Lee  
Clement K. M. Li  
Wendy Shan Li  
Jasmine Lin-Wo  
Daniel Edward Liota  
Justine Mika Liu  
Zhi Hao Liu  
Cody Alex Lock  
Montana Ray Logue  
Isaiah Celles Lopez  
Randon Lopez  
Blake Franklin Lopianetzky  
Rita Pachai Lor  
Noah J. Lowe  
Michael Dale Mabry  
Ashley Mae Acosta Macadangdang  
Taylor Shae Puanani Keiko  
Mackinaw  
Kaimalie Mathew Magarifuji  
Robert William Manake  
Carmelita Ku’uiponani Martinez  
Marc Christian Zarate Masaoy  
Micah William Masei  
Cherise Noriko-Cadiz Masuda  
Alejandro Wesley Mathews  
Dante D. R. McGee  
Megan Men  
Alienor Mercier  
Daniela S. Meynardi  
Faye Anne D. Miguel  
Ryan Michael Miller  
Francisco Kalâhiki Mireles  
Selene Kamalani Mizusawa  
Chaden S. Morisato  
Joel Patrick Morrissey-Garrett  
Michael Ezra Mossman  
Hana C. Mukaida  
Micah Kahookele Mun-Takata  
Brandon James Abanto Murillo  
Maya A. Murray-Pasion  
Christian Kaiwikani Naeole  
Elyse Lauren Akemi Nakamoto  
Mayuka Nakamura  
Haley Hannah Nakasone  
Thomas Michael Newcomb  
Erika H. Ngo  
Hiep The Nguyen  
Brandon Takeshi Nishimura  
Nanako Jasmin Nishiyama  
Natalie Norris  
Stacy N. Odquier  
Akiko Okada  
Noah Charles Minobu Okamoto  
Jasmine Michiko Alana Olmos  
Sophia Linli Onadja  
Adelene Elise Lopez Ortiz  
Kellykelana Sailimalo Osterbrink  
Jean Marie A. Pagaran  
Giancarlo Palatella  
Samuel Anakin Palompo  
Marisa Ayano Pangan-Hosokawa  
Preeha Pant  
Kyleen Nina Gamma Pascual  
Itzander Pastrana  
Carsten Brian Pearce  
Wilson Peng  
Javon John Perez  
Joseph Louis Petty  
Kiana Lee Petty  
Henry Tan Pham  
Tung Son Pham  
Daven Christopher Keha’aholo Pila  
Kyson K. E. A. Prest  
Jamie Quach  
Justin T. Ra  
Frank J. Rabanal  
Brandon Kainoa Gonzales Rabang  
Melissa Cristina Rainbird  
Jareza Eva Bahet Ramos  
Kiyoshi Andrew Ramos  
Kaitlyn Elaine Reitz  
Jacob Kūkulu ka ‘ike i ka ‘ōpua  
Revels  
Nickolas Alexander Reyes  
Hazuki Hannah Ritchie  
Keith Cyrille Oasay Rondal  
Isaiah Kawehionalani Sabey  
Dylan Richard Kamakoa Salcedo  
Briana Del Carmen Sanchez  
Dominic Rocco Santanelli  
Chase A. K. Santos  
Alyssa Grace Sarmiento  
Akihiro Alexander Sato  
Hannah L. R. Scanlan  
Benjamin Gregory Scarcello  
Ajia Alexandria Sclafani  
Taylor Kanani Seele  
Philip Anthony Sequeira  
Blaž Šerič  
Airi Shitsu  
Shane Ka’e’o Shimizu  
Tyler Katsufumi Shimohara  
Keilee Sachi Mahealani Simms  
Roderrick Marquez Simpliciano  
Jace Slater  
Kori Soga  
Alexandrea Okanaka Somera  
Kelsy Michiko Sonobe-Morita  
Sara Elsa Soto  
Olivia Sou  
Tyler M. Spruill  
Olivia Dorothy Stofko  
Sean Kai Suet sugu  
Andrew Donggun Suh  
Chase Allen Swanson  
Kholein Jan Aranton Tabulado  
Joann A. Tagaca  
Vilisoni Mafiel’o Takai  
Dakota Duke Shinichi-Oyama  
Takeno  
Haomiao Tang  
Camille Justine Pagal Tapat  
Derik Michael Tapungot  
Myka Tawara  
Micah Paul Tokiwa  
Justin Shigeki Tokuda  
Giel Marie R. Tolentino  
Kristina Tomino  
Samantha Mikaela Torres  
Ian Sebastian Tsang  
Kinsey Takara Tsuruta  
Kristel Leigh Tubera  
Alyssa Tugaoen  
Alexandria Marie Tyau  
Toshiki Ueno  
Shoya Ushijima  
Robert F. Valencia-Aiken  
Stacy Kang Bennett’s Van Buren  
Wayson James Vannatta IV  
Veronica Luong Khanh Vo  
Michael Kevin Vuylsteke  
Erik Jonathan Wallace  
Sahara Estrella Washington  
Rhylee E. Wate  
Kiana Elizabeth Auli’i Watson  
Brenna N. Wilcken  
Bret Curtis Wilkins  
Samantha Williamson  
Brandon Joseph Willis  
Elias Keaukaha Nai’a Wong  
Jasmine Mei Lan Mie Wong  
Meagan Oi Ming Wong  
Justin Rei B. Yago  
Melissa Yago  
Koen Hisashi Yamane  
Shaina Brynn Yamashita  
Amber Lyn Yeager  
Kristen Yee  
Alexander Ho Joon Yi  
Darian Anuhea Kira Yogi  
Samuel Charles Yonashiro
Brendan Yoshikazu Yorita
Kacie Hi‘ilei Sadako Yoshida
Katsuyuki Yoshida
Dawang Zhou

Bachelor of Education
College of Education

John Paul Allanigue Almazan
Angelica Almogela
Casandra Bacal Ancheta
Olivia Fa’alagi Apineru
Kari Mitsuko Arakaki
Taneesha Hi’alani Michiko Asing
Jalen Feliciano Baraoidan
Amanda Elizabeth Barr
Claire Phyllis Bauer
Heylin Kayla Bernath
Allyson Marie Bettencourt
Carly Brown
Kiera Jinyoung Campbell
Jasmine Danao Carnate
Derik Masahiro Ching
Abby Rae W. M. Chung-Hoon
Skyler L. H. Chun-Ming
Kaleina Cockett
Simone Antoninette Cooper
Emily A. Cruz
Ethan Matthew Dalmacio
Laura Leticia Davis
Alexis Michelle Dingeman Dias
Mario E. Doropan
Joy Marie Marcelino Dugay
Alo Brenda Fai
Talofa Johnny Faimoa
Kristia Nino Fernando
Gilbert Lee Fiaui
Elizabeth Ann Mahiehie Garrett
Claire Megumi Gragas
Edwin Lamug Guieb, Jr.
Nicole Kimie Hatae
Hailee Kaohinani Hendrix
Kailene Rachael Nance
Lillian Nguyen
Jessica Jazzmin Nobriga
Rachel Ann Nunez
Keli Nao Okinishi
Jasmine Ann Shanae Ordonez-Ohashi
Jessica Kaitlyn Ornellas
Mohammad Mutassim Othman
Stephanie Kanani Paguyo
Joanne Abellon Peralta
Duy Nhat Phung
Kimberly Joann Quock
Annaliese E. Ramos
Madison Emma Keikilani Rayno
Tiare Lauren Mea Makamae Real
Kristian Gail Galiza Rico
Kaylen Elizabeth Samson
Hayley Jean Schell
Shelby K. R. Schwartz
Hannah Sheldon
Casey Akira Shimoda
Maya Anela Sinclair
Howard James Smith
Kellie Reiko Souza
Shantelle Malia Tacub
Rosey-Maruko K. Talley
Adeline Teutupe
Tiara Molina Thain
Morgan Christine Tomlinson
Ashlyn C. Toyama
Fa’avae Leatataua-Tua
Kiliuaokealoha Rebecca Lupo
Uyemura
Malanikehauanueneokealoha K. L. L. Vaitai
Marjay Vejiga Villamar
Tori Akemi Yamauchi
Cindy Feng Mei Yang
Mia Ono Yoshioka

Bachelor of Environmental Design
School of Architecture

Abegail Aguilar
Braeden Armstrong
Aaron Bankes
Ed Balbuena
Connor Bunnell
Jannah Dela Cruz
Joseph Fong
Angelina Gomes
Christine Im
Joel Carlo Jamorabon
Brandon Kawabata
Rainer Kiessling
Justin Lin
Emily Martin
Brandon Miyasato
Amy Shen
Darrin Tsugawa
Seon Oh Yoo

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Colleges of Arts & Sciences

Celine Noelle Abell
Marley Alexandra
Kalikopuanohaokalani Ai
Richard Maximino Balancio
Dean Kiyoshi Carillo, Jr.
Lesley Heather Waites Casady
Kenna Fong-Hee Chen
Zaida Fong-Wei Chen
Kaylee Ann Clark
Rosemary Cecilia Connelly
Rovie Jay Dela Cruz Dacumos
Mikayla Yadoa De Peralta
Rochelle Luna Dela Cruz
Anabelle Helena Ellwein
Jada Marie Harris
Malia Helen Holubeck
Emma Mahealani Riede Kam
Bachelor of Music
Colleges of Arts & Sciences

Johnathan Christopher De Soto, Jr.
Claire Youngeun Park
Daeniel Saet Tiamzon
Justin Keiji Uyehara

Bachelor of Science
Colleges of Arts & Sciences

Alexys Siera Adriance
Jesse James Agustin, Jr.
Gabriel Cheung Ping Allen
Angeli Zoe Amascual
Katlyn Ji Rhan An
Michael Kawika Andrews
Destiny Mapumaikealoha Apilado
Marty Joshua Ko Apilado
Alexa S. Arakaki
Michael Gabriel Arcangel
Ralph Lauren Pacpaco Arista
Zoe Jade Reiko Asahan
Paolo Roniel Atienza
Adrian Quan Sun Rosal Au
Brooklyn Kayleigh-Lexus Bennett
Craig A. Bennett
Ashleigh Berg
John Michael Bigorna
William Cuyler Blecker
Corben Kai Broennimann
Edward Dean Bruffey III
Jada Nikole Brumfield
Ohialehua Reid Tapuitea Bullock
Caitlin Paula Bungo
Haily Rose Burnett
Melissa Colette Butler
Nikki Hanah Pidlaaoan Cablal
Paul Derick R. Cabuyao
Bryazha Kehaulani Reiko Maligaya
Caires
Gian Paolo Bagabag Calica
Jake Yuki Camarao
Vivian Ka Man Chan
Lora Jeeun Chang
Maegon Foong Kum Chang
Richard Jeming Chen
Christian Hans Cheshire
Joshua Kwang Chul Cho
Breeanna Katlin Clark
Jacob Schuyler Clayton
William Skipwith Cole
Hope Dang
Kyrrstin Datanagan
Toshiko Isabella Davidson
Brandon John Day
Angelene Ruth Dedloff
Toranosuke Degawa
Geneva Therese Batangan
Dela Cruz
Jasmine-Rae Peregrino Dela Cruz
Jessica Joy Delos Reyes
Marybeth Leiloke Derego
Rose Dorothea DeRyder
Blaise Kealii DeSa
Kevin C. Diep
Danny S. Domingo, Jr.
Jhun Heinrich Gregorio Domingo
Shiera Mae Rarogal Domingo
Kathleen Averia Dy
Mizuki Ebihara
Guy C. K. Y. I. Elderts III
Taha Wael Elwir
Geraldine C. Euplas
Jiaying Feng
Dianne Jane Dumpit Fernandez
Lauren Jean Fetzko
Graham Brian Burgos Francisco
Alexis Elise Gallegos
Anna Rebecca Garcia
Rachel Kiana Glover
Tallas T. S. Goo
Maile Mayumi Griffin
Celeste Hii'ilani Anthea Guiles
Ty Baker Gwartney
Victoria Hanh
Sophia Joelle Hanscom
Jessica Rae Heitlauf
Esther Haemi Higa
Lauren Akemi Higa
Zachary Micah Higa
Brandon Shoichi Higashionna
Jordan Lindsey Higuchi
Olivia Paige Hill
Kai Hirayama
Christopher Wayne Hoffer
Nathaniel Lee Hogsten
Henry Hyunh
Stacey Emi Ikehara
Tyler Laron Iyomasa
Rusty James Tolentino Jacinto
Yuhan Jiang
Michael Johnson, Jr.
Tanner Kenji Kai
Gi Don Kang
Jiajun Kang
Josephine C. Kaohi
Josh K. Kepler
Victor Wambua Kilonzo
Doyoung Kim
Micah Hae Song Kim
Sophia Jihae Kim
Sun Young Kim
Jason Patrick Kulkia
Quan Hien Lac
Travis Siu Ming Lau
Joshua A. Legaspi
Calvan Liang
Chin Ting Liao
Corey K. S. Ling
Tai Heng Liu
QiQing Luo
Kelsey Maureen Maloney
DJ Anne Bembo Manog
Elliott Ka’iana Kota Markell
Levy-Jean Masako Matsuda
Andrew Quinn Mendenhall
Reilly Stanton Merlo
Jacqueline Millard
Justin Matthew Mohr
Dylan Baking Mones
Stephanie Louzada Moreira
Jacob Gerard Morton
Davon LaTroy Moss
Ninah Jumamir Munk
Lisa Nakamura
Ren Ethan Nakamura
Jessica Marie Natale
Jessica Marie Nelson
Jenny Nguyen
Ngan Thanh Nguyen
Ryan Theodore Nguyen
Christopher Keau Tatsuzo
Nishimura
Morgan Tracy Oberman
Alora Megumi Oda
Denise Mei Oishi
Nathan Hitoshi Onaka
Christopher Toshiyuki Onitsuka
Casey Hideo Onoye
Kevin Donovan Ornellas
Kayla Mia Osumi
Grace Kathryn Otto
Shanel Dylana Pagaragan
David Michael Parker
Riley Powers Parks
Jane Maicalyn Ramos Pascual
Camon Michael Paski
Cristian Enrique Pérez
Madeleine Hali Perez
Angela Genevieve Phillips
Gino R. Quintal
Sophia Ann Rahnke
Charmelaine Chantelle Ramos Ramento
Alexandra Sage Reininger
Serena Frances Rice
Alyssa Masumi Mei Ji Roberts
Sandra Rosete-Gonzalez
Justin Richard Sakaguchi
Erica A. Sawczynec
Ryota Brad Seki
Aubreigh Isabella Sharpe
Desiree Kaleinani Miyuki Shaw
Joel James Sikkink
Cameron Kanaluhiakiikaika Simao
Anjali Tewari Skilton
David Skomer
Opal Talise Stanfield
Isaiah Joseph Starkey
Davin Keolamaumaikalani Takahashi
Hollis Tin-Hoi Tam
Brigitte Lin Tampon Aragon
Chandra Lenora Kawaiilula Tawater
Mark David Joshua Tenorio
Samantha Kiara Thomas
Pamela Ming Ern Toh
Darcy Shizuko Tokunaga
Alan Tong
Jaclyn Basanes Topino
Anna Michelle Toves
Micheal Tran
Vincent Tran
Jessica Marie Sarah Tritsch
Kosuke Tsuzuki
Katie Akemi Bow Kwon Uekawa
Anna Minh Tu Ung
Alicia Ainsley Velasco
Koby John Francisco Villalobos
Johann Erich Vollrath
Julia Le Vu
Haochen Wang
Eddie S. Wen
Kevin V. Wong
Jeffery Lee Samuel Wood II
Jiahuei Wu
Leo Wu
Pauline Peihan Wu
Run Xu
Zachary A. Yahiku
Kenneth Yamaguchi-Townsend
Cade Hajime Yamamoto
Justin Kota Yang
Danyel Kapualani Yogi
Nicole Ombao Yuzon
Nathan Alan Zenger
Tianhui Zhou
Dan Zhuo
Samuel Wells Zyskowski

Bachelor of Science
College of Education

Chad Edward Abbott
Micah J. A. Abe
Shepherd Michael Alifaua
Madison M. Anzai
Sachi Nicole Arakawa
Kosuke Allen Asuncion
Cassidy JoLynn Baker
Marla Jane Bonser
Jaryn Benigno Cachola
Daylen Shaun
Kana‘iponokahanumaikalani Calidcan
Sheryl Wai Yan Cheong
Evan Arthur Danell
Lloidd Lorraine Dizon
Tianna Shanice Doctor
Nikola Dolakova
Jayza Angelo M. Enriquez
Harold Antonio Falcon
Phoebe Marie Fickbohm
Jacqueline Denina Getz
Hunter Anthony Guarco
Aurora Vesta Hall
Gunnar Laurence Hauser
Semone Nicole Hochstein
Michael Hokama
Samuel K. L. Hunt
Mitchell Colin Johnsen
Brent Sadaaki Kawamura
Taylor Asano Kodani
Jocelyn Lulan Krisilas
Preston Hisa Maeshiro
Nicole Marie Maniglia
Kau‘i Keānuenue Martin
Janelle Akemi Matsuoka
Emilie M. Nakasone
Joseph Anthony Neuenfeldt Sanchez
Shayla Kauluwehiokawahineoka‘aina Pang Kee
Joel Panicker
Sarah E. Patrick
Courtnei Tilomai
Alohamakanamalie O Ka La Poti
Michael James David Quilling
Jared Pukana Quitoles
Cameron Akemi Quon
Angelique Ramos
Angel Rodriguez
Abigail Noelle Rogers
Karin Kamiya Sasaki
Haley Paige Scott
Amanda N. Southard
Yuusuke Kenny Suganuma
Nico Michie Takahashi
Sora Tanigawa
Cheyne Yoshio Tanoue
Christina leIma Terawaa
Thong Giorgio Tran
Ciera-Nicole Uchida
Leonard James Ordoño Valdez
Shanelle Marie Valentine
Marisela Anna Zarate

Bachelor of Science
College of Engineering

Brian Raymund Abad
Taylor Tugade Agra
Christopher Agular
Zoey Aki Akagi-Bustin
Tarah Lynn Aniya
Jared Paul Madamba Austria
Tyler Stephen Bagnall
Roxanne Kate Aigtang Balanay
Kale J. Beever-Riordon
Eric Alexis Botello
Gwen Kaaren Broussard
Shaughn James Anthony
Hou Wang Cheang
Timothy Seong-Hoon Choi
Braxton Dai Wo Chong
Edmond C. M. Chong
Bachelor of Science

Lauryn Ashley Corpuz
Gavin Perez Custodio
Michael David S. N. Damian
Daniel Antoine Danis
Jonathan James Laguatan Dannog
Crystal Ibay Dela Cruz
Sydney Ariah Corpuz
Bryson T. K. Doan
Hannah Isabela Domingo
Ian Noel Cablay Endrina
Anthony Pacleb Estabillo
Brandon Michael Farrell
Joshua James Idefonso Fernandez
Alexa P. Fernando
Aaron Kiyoshi Fujinaka
Charls Darwin Valenciano Gabriel
Jansen G. Galal
Adam Forrest Garcia
Guo Guo
Avery Jiro Gushikuma
Aiden Akira Guzman
Mallory Alohilani Hataishi
Mathieu-Lawrence Masanobu-Campos Higa
Tyler Sadao Higashionna
Eliesse Miyuki Hihara
Lauren Patience Hill
Jenny Kimiko Ho
Jianxin Huang
Mackenzie Pono Kenichi Hulihee
Paul Evan Hutchinson
Shaun Jan Mikhail Ildefonso
Keoni Emil Masahiro Inaba
Nicholas L. Ishikawa
Sung Min Jeong
Connor Young Kagamida
Arenson Nam Kaizawa
Stephen Noa Kaoupiuk III
Jennifer Kim
Phoebe S. B. Kim
Arianna Kei Kirschchenbaum
Russell Mitsuo Kiyono, Jr.
Evan Yoshio Koyanagi
Ryan Mark Kramer
John Kiyoshi Kuioka
Delton C. J. K. Ky
Nhue Hien Lac
Scott Lam
Anson Chien Lee
John K. N. Lei
Sin I. Lei
Diwen Lin
Micah Jeffrey Lum
Reina Lyn Asumio Macaraeg
Jordyn K. Maeda
Alexandra Kapualeimakamae
Makaiu
Mark Victor Cabacungan Manding
Ryan Musgni Mangubat
John Caleb Manuel
Antonio Magaoay Manuel, Jr.
Dino L. Mariano
Brooks Anthony Ceria Martinez
Nathan M. Masihiyama
Isabel Ku’ulei Masiglat
Marisa Keiko Matsuo
Petra Melounová
Kaitlyn Cruz Miller
Christian Marino Miyagawa-Briones
Evans Asao Miyahara
Max M. Mohchizuki
Tarena H. Monmaney
Creselle Agdinaoay Morales
William P. Mori
Minami Morita
Zachary I. Nadamoto
Jace Steven Kenji Nagao
Sara Erin Nakagaki
Brandon Riki Nakamura
Trent Wongoy Nakaoka
Alyssa Tsune Nakasato
Ansen Tsuyoshi Nakasato
Kyle John Neubauer
Kelly Ngo
Kirstin Allison Felix Normand
Mharia Louise Nurthen
Logan Akira Oyama
Augene Faul Arellano Paguirigan
Jacob Benjamin Passoff
Thomas Y. K. Pekelo
Paula Rae Eslava Penullar
Mikhail Christian Polivany
Alana F. Power
Noah Steven Bradley Rodrigues
Lianne Marie Rozzelle
Levi Kawika Sagucio
Dayne R. Saito
Jacob Aaron Hooikaikakeakaua
Salas
Andrew Dean Salazar
Hyuga Patrick Schmidt
Keith Patrick Shipley
Nicholas T. Shiroma
Dikshika Shrestha
Marcus Kamaanola Taishi Silvestre
Kevin O. Singeo
Aidan Prescott Smith
Riley Takeo Sodetani
Fransis Kenichi Sonoda
Daryll Joshua Suyat
Lyndsey Lilinoe Tagawa
Chandelle Emiko Takahashi
Cody Alan Tallman
Kurt Tyler Tanaka
Trevin Toshio Tengan
Dylan Kamakana Terukina
Rammell Jay Transfiguracion
Ikumi Malie Utashiro
Tommy Pham Vuong
Riley Kaniela Ryujl Weller
Tyler Stanton Wilfahrt
Samuel Morito Winders
Blake E. Wong
Keola Shun Wong
Kylie Kunpono Yamada
Blake N. Yamamoto
Reid Yoshito Yamamoto
Yuma Yamamoto
Zhihui Yan
Peyton R. Young
Raelis Sze Heng Young
Michael Anthony Zepeda
Ivan Y. J. Zheng

Bachelor of Science

John A. Burns School of Medicine

Jovikka Calagui Antallan
Stephen Hironimus
Tatdanai Kitiwat
Jin Lee
Jessica P. Manibog
Gabriel Betiong Seril
Christine Jane Svrchina

Bachelor of Science

School of Nursing and Dental Hygiene

Daisuke Abe
Reyson Manuel Agcaoili
Joshua Yanuaria Balantac
Keisha-Leigh D. Berdadero
Ashley Ann Ferrer Capcal
Linda Chan
Naomi Chan
Sihui Cheng
Jenny Ordonio Corpuz
Bridgette Damaso Cuaremas
Allen Daichi Doherty
Meghan Marie Dorosy
Trey Yasuo Fujikawa Dumloa
Malina Fagerli Dwight
Dariana Jade Evangelista
Treana Alexis Hokusani
Garcia-Perreira
Hiilawe Wahineilikea Grance
Kiana Kiyomi Hamasaki
Judy Kalen Hiroi
Ivy Huang
Tasha Lee Nohealan Johnson
Maliana Ka‘ulani Kau‘i
Noelani Ting Ting Kawakami
Aaron Nozomu Kawata
Kayla ‘Awapuhi Koaunui-Kong
Yuk Ling Lam
Melissa Nadine Lara
April Joy Dona Laxamana
Angelina Yee Le
Crystal Sin-Man Lee
Xiaofei Mai
Annabelle Mariano
Airah Shayne Bayudan Martin
Mikiala Lee Maynard
Laura Lauren Mirai
Kiana Kelsy Linohaupokekoolau
Mojica-Pomroy
Royce Acdal Morales
Leighton Caasi Nino
Joanna Martha Tien Yang
Nishimura
Naomi Noguchi
Rodney Jun Okada
Nicholas Masaru Ono
Rivers Lee Orillo
Baby Jane Agnes Pacleb
Melanie Anne Michiko Paiva
Tiffany Park
Kirstie Mia Garma Pascual
Nhi Quynh Quach
Britney Ann Kalena Quevido
Jasmine Irene Luis Rodriguez
Jastine Irene Luis Rodriguez
Zixuan Ruan
Keiko Yasui Sanders
Claire Harumi Shigeta
Brittney L. Slye
Shyanne Marie Steele
Tatiana Strezoski
Chantil Christine Supe
Janice Felipe Tacto
Chastel Yoshiko Tamaye
Gamaliel Tan
Lauren Noeleni Taylor
Ollie Kai Thurston
Shaun S. Torii
Britney Alyssa Torres
Anna Mei-ha Truong
Lacy Ann Tsutsuse
Kriegl Mae Alejandro Urban
Ashley Lauren Uyehara
Kaitlyn Alexandra Weinstock

Ashley Fumiko Yamachika
Carissa Fujie Yoshimori
Reta Adel Youkhana
Jasmine Jiang Yount
Yi Jing Zheng

Bachelor of Science
School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology
Glenn Paul Arnade
Kyle Aukai
Tianna Chantal Barber
Lauryn Rachel Hansen
Kayli Kai Hedges
Sean Patrick Holland
Michaela Rose Johnson
Eric Daniel Klingberg
Deep Mohan
Mariam Moreno
Kayla Christine Palmer
Han Ngoc Quach
Sienna S. Santiago
Jordan Rochelle Schmidt
Henrik Wilson Weiberg
Kayla Marie White

Bachelor of Science
Shidler College of Business
(Travel Industry Management)
Quetzal Abitbol
Seong Jin Ahn
Kathleen Rose Mallen Andal
Isabelle Grace Anderson
Mia Reso Atsumi
Bonnie Isabella Barber
Vinka Azaria Boediman
Roselyn Mae De Los Reyes
Cadiente
Maria Jannah Rachael Pacurza
Calso
Latisha Maria Castillo
Xueying Chen
Noah Kuhio Clark
Dinaa Noelle Conaghan
Anh N. Dang
Chelsea M. Delos Reyes
Dubois
Conor Keiichi Doi
Danielle Judith Dussi
Gizelle B. Felix
Romel Carrera Gaspar
Sharon Wing Yi Guo
XingLong He
Eric Hong
Yu Hoshino

Bachelor of Science
College of Tropical Agriculture
and Human Resources
Calli-Ann Rose Abbott
Nicole Ann A. Acasio
Kaitlyn Aya Aoki
Payton Li‘i Ho‘oulu Apiki
Lauren Lum Apuya
Kathleen Benicta Aquino
Trisha Kimie Arashiro
Vincent Paul E. Aurelio
Rebecca Marie Barrales
Ariana Christine Barry
Calah J. Bayley
Sarah Kayumi Belbas
Kylie L. Bissell
Kyle Matisse Bosworth
Kimberly Manami Carroll
Emma Leialoha Castro
Caroline Rose Cech
Shelby Kathryn Cerwonka
Andrea T. Cesarek
Michelle Kainani Ching
Alesha S. Choe
Bryan Takao Chun
Marissa Mieko Chung
Tiah Marie Davidson
Kiana Kau‘inohea Davis
Austin Scott Dewitt
HONORS AND DISTINCTIONS


 Presidential Scholars: Gabriel Allen, Hanna Claerbout, Sue Anne Justkowich, Shawnia Oliveros, Camryn Shiroma

Regent’s Scholars: Tarah Aniya, Willy Chang, Sydney Dempsey, Joshua Hu, Sarah Igarashi, Kacie T. Kajihara, Christina Masutani, Jocelyn Pham, Noah Rodrigues, Erica Sawczynec, Alexandria Tyau, Eleanor Yuan

HONOR SOCIETIES

Alpha Kappa Delta, International Sociology Honor Society: Jarrod Caluya, Amalina Evangelista, Jasmyne Lewis, Jennifer Sato, Madison Sweeney

Alpha Omega Alpha, Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society: Max Castanera, Karen Chang, Mark Guirguis, Holly Harada, William Harris, Cherisse Kawamura, Andrew Ko, Gabriel Monti, Taylor Peter-Bibb, Josiah Situmeang, Danielle Sullivan, Jana Wieland


Beta Gamma Sigma, International Business Honor Society: (Undergraduate): Iman Ahmad Fauzi, Rey Anne Banes, Frances Rei Corotan, Alexis Dennis, Isabel Feldmann, Romel Gaspar, Glynnis Houston, Robert Kay, Michael Mabry, Akiko Okada, Joseph Petty, Dakota Takeno, Koen Yamane; (Master) Jeremy Angaran, Lynn Bruckelmeyer, John Field, Daniel Han, Chloe Honbo, Elizabeth Jackson, Justin Puckett, Kimberly Straube

Chi Epsilon, Honor Society of Civil Engineering: Zachary Chang, Braxton Chong, Crystal Dela Cruz, Mallory Hataishi, Connor Kagamida, Arianna Kirschenbaum, John Lei, Reina Lyn Macaraeg, Brooks Anthony Martinez, Nathan Mashiyama, Isabel Masiglat, Sara Nakagaki, Alyssse Nakasato, Kelli Oyasato, Aidan Smith, Chandelle Takahashi, Cody Tallman, Ikumi Utashiro, Tommy Vuong

Delta Omega, National Honor Society for Public Health: Acasia Fukuda, Edra Ha, Connor Howick, Nicole Peltzer, Meldrick Ravida, Simone Schmid, Angel Lynn Talana

Doctor of Medicine Early Acceptance Program: Brooke Kawamura, Joshua K. Kepler, Nathan Kim, Elliott Ka’iana Kota Markell, Riley Powers Parks, Alyssa Roberts, Jennifer Sato

Eta Kappa Nu, International Honor Society for Electrical and Computer Engineers: Christopher Aguilar, Willy Chang, Edmond Chong, Sydney Dempsey, Eliesse Hihara, Sin I. Lei, Diwen Lin, Alana Power

Eta Sigma Delta, International Honor Society in Hospitality and Tourism: Bonnie Barber, Maria Calso, Romel Gasper, Sheron Guo, Elizabeth Jackson, Maile Kepler

Gold Humanism Honor Society: Lucia Amore, Nicole Anzai, Max Castanera, Mari Grief, William Harris, Cherisse Kawamura, Heather Miura, Danielle Sullivan, Shelley Wong
Golden Key International Honour Society: (Active): Jannah Lyn C. Dela Cruz, Sue Anne M. Juskowich, Jenny Nguyen, Rebecca Lynn Thompson, Kurumi Tsuboi, Eleanor Yuan; (General): Maeva C. Anderson, Matilda Ann Maunahina Antone, Kari Mitsuko Arakaki, Ben Bushrow, Maria Jannah Rachael Calso, Willy Chang, Michelle K. Ching, Joshua Crunk, Deborah Ann Drummond, Melissa Jane Elliott, Maile Mayumi Griffin, Rebecca Lynn Hancorne, Glynnis Rose Houston, Sarah Igarashi, Jessica GY Lum, Kristin Kaniaupio, Robert James Kay, Ilisa Kea, Victor W. Kilonzo, Chhay Heng Lao, Sylvia Lee, Kenny Lopez, Jenny G. Lum, Janelle Matsuoka, Markee Angelo A. Micu, Cindy Sin Ting Ng, Adam Nicholas Peters, Seluvaia Sika, Julie Takeda, Shanelle Valentine, Yuuma Yamamoto, Nicole Ombo Yuzon, Haobin Zhang

Japanese National Honor Society: Elizabeth Barron, Felicia Chan, Hiroyo Dow, Jazlyn Franco, Andrew Gibson, Jiajie He, Ellie He, Jiajun Kang, Yunmi Kim, Arianna Kirschenbaum, Hyun Mook Lim, Lillian McIntyre, Brandon Nakamura, Suchart Pankhum, Riley Porter, Eric Quang, Krystal Sakuda, Keola Wong, Sarah Yasuda

Lambda Pi Eta, National Communication Association’s Honor Society: (Bachelor): Liza Marie Corotan; (Master): Leslie Betancourt, Brian Lau

Mortar Board National College Senior Honor Society: Alexa Arakaki, Rojelle Bohol, Nikki Ctablly, Geneva Dela Cruz, Dianne Fernandez, Jenny Nguyen, Angela Philips, Yuusuke Suganuma

Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Economics Honor Society: India Alford, Joshua Hu, Eleanor Yuan


Phi Alpha Theta, National History Honor Society: Batsukh Batmunkh, Lauren Hauck, Miranda Kam, Elisabeth Pearson

Phi Beta Kappa, National Academic Honor Society for the Liberal Arts and Sciences: Hope T. M. Dang, Geneva Therese Batangan Dela Cruz, Danny Santos Domingo, Jr., Maile Mayumi Griffin, Hekilikoha’ikalani Jean Kelilikii, Joshua Kaleo’ohanana Ulrich, Nina Krupa, Yini Lin, Jenny Nguyen, Riley Powers Parks, Adam Nicholas Peters, Sophia Rahman, Alyssa Masumi Mei Ji Roberts, Erica Alesa Sawczynec, Camryn Sachiko Chow Shiroma, Cade Jared Benjamin Smith, Samantha Kiara Thomas, Pamela Toh Ming Ern

Phi Upsilon Omicron, National Honor Society in Family & Consumer Sciences: Nicole Ann Acasio, Rebecca Barrales, Emma Castro, Hiroyo Dow

Pi Alpha Alpha, The Global Honor Society for Public Affairs & Administration: Khaliun Ganbaatar, Daniel Hironaka, Levingston Hodges III, Daniel Koge, Rachele Lamosao, Jasmine Lwin, Sally Moore, Chris Savage

Pi Delta Phi, National French Honor Society: Melissa Butler, Robert Kay, Cristelle Mirador, Fiona Miranda, Chaylin Mizuuchi, Dillon A. Nguyen, Clayton Peterson

Pi Gamma Mu, International Honors Society in Social Sciences: Tiera Abe, Kerrigan Adkins, Alyssa An, Janet Breckenridge, Alemarie Ceria, Malia Char, Amber Drake, Conner Egger-Bovet, Maile Greenhill, Maile Griffin, Shae-Lynne Igarita-Peters, Sue Anne Juskowich, Chhay Heng Lao, Anthony Lederer, Jasmyn Lewis, Avian Madriaga, Tia Lana Marmor, Fiona Miranda, Shaira Mae Padron, Vanessa Perez, David Perreira, Jona Rewein, Dasol Robinson, Hailey Rothner, Cara Rozzi, Madison Swanev, Travis Talamoa, Marin Trunkey, Selena Marie Vicente, Emma Wigren

Pi Sigma Alpha, *The National Political Science Honors Society*: Shae-Lynne Igarta-Pieters, Chhay Heng Lao, Cindy Ng, Dillion A. Nguyen, Lindsay M. Osborne

Sigma Delta Pi, *National Collegiate Hispanic Honor Society*: Mason Kenton, Lucía Camardiel Sardina

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI‘I AT MĀNOA

The University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa was founded in 1907 as a college of agriculture and mechanical arts on the island of O‘ahu. With the establishment of the College of Arts and Sciences in 1920, the College of Hawai‘i became a university, and in 1972, the flagship campus officially became the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. Today, Mānoa is a land-, sea- and space-grant research institution. There are 15 colleges & schools with 248 degree programs. The campus continues to be one of the nation’s most diverse with 140 countries and regions represented and an ethnically heterogeneous student population, unparalleled by any institution on the continent and rooted in the traditions and values of its host culture.

THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI‘I BOARD OF REGENTS

Benjamin Asa Kudo, Chair
Randolph G. Moore, Vice Chair
Alapaki Nahale-a, Vice Chair
Jan Naoe Sullivan

Eugene Bal III
Michelle Tagorda
Simeon Acoba
Wayne Higaki

Ernest Wilson
Robert Frank Westerman
Kelli K.K. Acopan

THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI‘I ADMINISTRATION

David Lassner, President
Jan Gouveia, Vice President for Administration
Kalbert Young, Vice President for Budget and Finance/Chief Financial Officer

Erika Lacro, Vice President for Community Colleges
Garret Yoshimi, Vice President for Information Technology/Chief Information Officer

Carrie Okinaga, Vice President for Legal Affairs/University General Counsel
Vassilis Syrmos, Vice President for Research and Innovation
Tim Doland, Vice President for Advancement

THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI‘I AT MĀNOA ADMINISTRATION

David Lassner, President
Michael Bruno, Provost
Laura Lyons, Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Velma Kameoka, Interim Vice Chancellor for Research
Sandy French, Interim Vice Chancellor for Administration, Finance, and Operations
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The University of Hawai‘i is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.

On front cover (from top left clockwise): Jean Charlot mural Commencement located in Bachman Hall, the University of Hawai‘i administration building; red ginger (Alpinia purpurata), a traditionally ornamental flower found growing throughout the Mānoa campus; Ka Papa Lo‘i o Kanewai located at Hawai‘iumiokae School of Hawaiian Knowledge; Hawai‘i Hall, the first permanent building on campus which now houses the Mānoa administrative offices; the Warrior Recreation Center; and Varney Fountain, designed by Cornelia McIntyre Foley and Henry H. Remple and constructed in 1932 in honor of Ada Susan Varney, a popular teacher in the Territorial Normal and Training School which later merged with the Teachers College of the University of Hawai‘i.